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Hypnotist helps 
students relax 
by Scott Sleek 
News staff reporter 
His piercing eyes gaze into the patient's, seemingly 
penetrating into the soul. His soft, calm voice leads the 
patient into a tranquil relaxation. 
James Luke, director of Bowling Green Weight and 
Smoking Control at 313 Thurstin Avenue, uses hypno- 
tism as one of his tools of therapy, and can even help 
students study better. 
Luke said the purpose of using hypnosis is to help a 
patient relax by helping that person to get an anesthe- 
sia in the body," 
"I help people to use the mind more positively rather 
than negatively," he said. 
"SO MANY PEOPLE believe they can't do some- 
thing, and because they think they can't do something, 
they can't." he added. 
Luke received his bachelor's and master's degree in 
social work from the University of Michigan. He 
learned about the ability of hypnotism to help people 
while working through a friend who had a doctorate in 
psychology. 
He said it can be used for habit control, pain relief, 
relaxation, natural childbirth and crime detection, 
helping victims recall details of events. 
'It has a pretty broad range of applicability," he 
said. 
HE ADDED it can also be used for age regression, in 
which a person can better deal with a problem by 
regressing back to an early childhood experience. 
He defines hypnosis as the process of helping a 
person into a trance, and to make positive suggestions 
to that person while in the trance. Trie person can either 
accept or reject the suggestions, he said. 
"It's just so pleasant sometimes people don't want to 
come back right away," he said. 
He explained that the mind could be looked at in two 
components, the conscious and the subconscious. 
"SO IN the hypnotic state the person leaves full 
conscious awareness, awareness of the here and now, 
and they go into what's referred to as the subconscious 
state," he said. "They're just in a passive state of 
awareness." 
But he added a person is still aware enought to accept 
or reject suggestions. 
"You're always in control," he said. "It's not a full 
conscious control; it's a subconcious control." 
He said some persons do not want to make a sug- 
gested change in their lives, and may come out of the 
trance when the suggestion is made, or just reject the 
idea while still in the hypnotic state. 
continued on page 4 
Senator gets sentence, 
stiff fine in Abscam trial 
UNIONDALE, NY. (AP) - Sen. 
Harrison Williams Jr., the highest- 
ranking public official caught in the 
Abscam political corruption investi- 
gation, was sentenced today to three 
years in prison and fined $50,000 for 
his bribery-conspiracy crimes. 
The fine against the 62-year-old 
Williams, who faces debate in the 
Senate beginning Feb. 23 over his 
possible expulsion, was the highest 
meted out thus far in Abscam sen- 
tences. 
U.S. District Judge George Pratt 
stayed the sentencing pending appeal. 
The four-term senator, a New Jer- 
sey Democrat and former chairman 
of the Senate Labor and Human Re- 
sources Committee, received prison 
terms on each of the nine counts he 
was convicted of last May after a five- 
week trial. All the sentences were 
concurrent. 
PRATT meted out three-year prison 
sentences on each of Williams' two 
convictions of bribery, one conviction 
of conspiracy and two convictions of 
interstate travel. 
And the judge ordered two-year 
terms for each of two counts of receipt 
of an unlawful gratuity and two 
counts of conflict of interest. 
Pratt fined Williams $10,000 for 
each of the nine counts, but made four 
of the fines concurrent, leaving Wil- 
liams with a $50,000 tab. 
Williams was convicted May 1,1981 
of accepting a free and hidden IB 
percent share in a Virginia titanium 
mine in return for promising to help 
the venture's backers get military 
contracts. The supposed sponsor of 
the deal was an undercover FBI agent 
who posed as a favor-seeking Arab 
sheik.  
THE SHEIK SCAM was used to ens- 
narl six other members of Congress 
and a number of local public officials 
during a year-long undercover politi- 
cal corruption probe. 
Williams, who showed no ill effects 
from a recent hernia operation that 
twice caused postponement of his 
sentencing, addressed the judge be- 
fore he was sentenced. 
"I leave this court knowing, feeling 
and knowing, that I'm innocent of the 
crimes charged," he said. 
Soviet freighter sinks 
HALIFAX, Nova Scotia (AP) - Fifty- 
foot waves sank a Soviet freighter in 
the icy North Atlantic yesterday, 
leaving 33 dead or missing and raising 
the number of feared fatalities to 117 
in the storm-lashed area in two days. 
The world's biggest oil rig, the 
Ocean Ranger, capsized Monday 240 
miles east of Newfoundland, leaving 
one man drowned and 83 missing and 
feared dead. 
Yesterday, the freighter Mekhanik 
Taraaor went down 65 miles further 
east. 
The Halifax Search and Rescue 
Center said 15 bodies were recovered 
from the freighter, 18 people were 
missing and four or five were rescued 
from the 4,262-ton container ship. 
IT SAID two ships were hunting for 
survivors, that another ship and a 
plane were heading to the scene but 
that freezing conditions made it too 
dangerous for helicopters to fly and 
that more blinding snow was ex- 
pected. 
The Mekhanik Tarasov, enroute to 
Europe from Trois-Rivieres, Quebec, 
had developed a 45-degree list over- 
night in 40 knot winds, heavy seas and 
freezing spray. Its cargo was not 
immediately known. 
The area was east of the drilling site 
in the Hibernia field where the storm 
capsized the $120 million Ocean 
Ranger Monday morning. 
Mobil Oil Canada Ltd., which leased 
the Japanese-built rig from a Loui- 
siana company, said the crew in- 
cluded 15 Americans, 52 
Newfoundlanders, 16 men from other 
parts of Canada and one Briton. 
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Teacher urges Afro-Americans to work with system 
by Linda Perez as blacks, Negroes and colored, as subtle but nonetheless     ability, in addition to political awareness, will aid Afro-       Paralleling these symptoms to a nationwide compla- 
Nm staff mwrtfr effective techniaues of deculturalization used bv whites     Americans in their attempts to work within the current    cency characteristic in the Afro-American middleclass, 
by inda erez 
ews staff reporter 
While the Reagan administration searches for scape- 
goats and simplistic solutions for complex problems, 
Afro-Americans must coalesce to form a strong, indepen- 
dent Afro-American society, says Bernice Pippen, a 
teaching fellow in English at the University.   "*    .    . 
"Self-help and self-motivation are the realities of the 
80s," Pippen said Monday in a speech sponsored by the 
Association of People in Communications. "We're now at 
a new phase of the 60s revolution. We're ready to be our 
own leaders; make our own decisions." 
Such a phase would not call for Afro-Americans to 
forget their history of struggle or identity, Pippen 
maintained. She pointed to today's television and adver- 
tising, as well as popular references to Afro-Americans 
ff ti t iq  f lt li ti y it  
in power. . •       - 
Several warnings indicating the precarious position of 
Afro-Americans today include a move in Congress to 
repeal the 1965 Voting Rights Act and the Reagan 
administration's decision that racially segregated pri- 
vate schools are entitled to tax exemptions until Con- 
gress decides otherwise. 
THE RECENT acquittal of six Ku Klu Klansmen and 
Nazis in the deaths of five Communist Party Americans 
in Greensboro, N. C, and the election to Congress of 
California KKK Grand Dragon leader Tom Metzer 
further illustrate the conservative backlash sweeping 
this country, Pippen said. 
She emphasized Afro-Americans ability to critically 
analyze current situations as invaluable inJhe face of 
being used by both Anglo and Afrb-AmeTlcans. Such an 
system. 
Pippin was quick to stress the importance of voting in 
light of the current shifting of power from the national to 
state and local levels. 
"To have a choice, we must learn to effectively work 
within the system," she explained. "We either learn to 
play the game or lose by default. By not voting, I 
passively forge a self-destructive apathy. But when I 
vote, I vote not only for myself but for my family and for 
you 
WHILE PIPPEN applauded the current Afro-Ameri- 
can pride on campus as a "reaffirmation of our own 
beauty," she chided what she considers to be a general 
political ignorance among Afro-Americans at the Uni- 
versity, as well as the disunity of Afro-American organi- 
. zations at the University. 
ll li t t t ti i l - 
she called the low turnout of Afro-American voters at the 
polls in the 1980 presidential election evidence of Afro- 
American isolation and alienation. 
Besides becoming politically aware and involved, 
Pippen stressed the importance of education, particular- 
ity in the fields of science and communication. 
"We must expand our horizons to adapt to a more 
complex society. The market demand is tor engineers 
and geologists, medical technicians and doctors, etc," 
she said. The next two decades there will be intense 
competition among the highly educated for jobs." 
While several in the audience accused Pippen of 
blaming the victim instead of the oppressor, and called 
her advice to "play the game" a token concession to the 
white majority, she countered that the age of the victim 
has passed. 
From zinging in game rooms to zapping in living rooms 
Cartridges, cables, arcades expanding video markets 
by Marilyn Rosinski 
News staff reporter 
The electronic age has entered the 
arcade. Mechanical spring and lever 
games have been replaced by electro- 
nic circuits. Wizzes and hisses fill the 
air where once there was only clang, 
bang and pong sounds. 
Pfriball machines are the entertain- 
ment of another generation. Today 
they are antique collectable compa- 
rable to the wood merry-go-round 
horses. 
Electronic games in which a player 
can shoot down rockets or the Pac- 
Man eats the white dots are now 
everywhere, not just in arcades. As- 
troids or Space Invaders are found in 
the corner of the drug store, the gas 
station, or the Student Recreation 
Center. 
Last year the University joined the 
expanding phenomena by converting 
a room in the student union for elec- 
tronic game play. 
ELECTRONIC GAMES are played 
by more people than the slot ma- 
chines in Las Vegas, according to 
TVC magazine. Fifteen percent of all 
Americans, more than 30 million peo- 
ple, played corn-operated arcade 
games during the 1981, up from only 3 
percent in 1975, the magazine re- 
ported. 
Income from arcade machines also 
surpasses the income from slot ma- 
chines. For 1982, electronic games are 
projected by TVC to net $750 million. 
The electronics age further ex- 
panded its influence as games entered 
the home. 
First there was Pong, a single-fac- 
eted competition between ball, ma- 
chine and man. Easily conquerable, it 
was just as easily abandoned. 
NEXT, units with a variety of 
games available entered the market. 
Atari, Oddessy, and Intellivision all 
offer the consumer a unit that can 
quickly be wired to the television set. 
The interchangeable software, .the 
cartridge, includes a range of games 
from video pinball, to Missile Com- 
mand, checkers and backgammon. 
The sale of these videogame units 
increased from 440.01W lnl977 to 1.3 
million in 1960. 'Sales for 1962 are 
projected by TVC to reach 2 million 
The initial investment for a home 
game ranges from $140 to $200 de- 
pending on the unit chosen. The self- 
contained program cartridges aver- 
age about $30 each equaling the price 
of about 600 arcade games. 
PURCHASING a home unit can be a 
savings for an game addict. It can 
also be a convenience for people who 
have been know to carry bags full of 
quarters wherever they go just to be 
ready to play an electronic game. 
Some 20 to 25 billion quarters are 
dropped into coin-operated arcade 
games like Pac-Man, Gorf, and De- 
fenders last year alone, according to 
TVC magazine. 
Programmable home games can 
offer the added challenge of almost 
Infinite difficulty options. 
' The Space Invaders game includes 
112 game varieties with two levels of 
difficulty giving the player 224 possi- 
ble challenges. Astroids gives the 
player 66 challenges with the two 
levels of difficulty totally 132 ways to 
shoot the flying space rocks out of the 
sky. 
INTELLIVISION'S units give the 
player the visiual impact of reality. 
Little men run the bases and outfield- 
ers chase fly Uula in the baseball 
game. The exact detail of the cars in 
auto race could lead a player to con- 
centrate on analyzing style and for- 
getting the efforts to win the race. 
The future holds a new option for 
electronic game addicts - PlayCable. 
No longer will the supply of quar- 
ters be necessary to challenge the 
electronic wizzes. Or will an initial 
outlay of several hundred dollars be 
needed to play games at home. 
PlayCable will give cablevision sub- 
scribers the option of a new premium 
service at a cost of about $12 a month, 
a savings in the short term over 
investment in your own game or pa- 
tronizing the arcades. 
"AND THE SERVICE doesn't re- 
quire a completely dedicated chan- 
nel; it can over-ride portions of 
another channel," Paul Hilt, National 
Sales Director of PlayCable Inc., 
said. Because of this aspect of the 
service, subscribers don t lose the 
total amount of channels available to 
them when they add PlayCable serv- 
ice. 
The consumers will purchase a box 
to communicate with the game net- 
work. Similar in design to Intellivi- 
sion, the unit will be interchangable 
with the PlayCable unit available 
through the local cable operator. 
Eventually units similar to the pro- 
grammable game units will be sold in 
stores. 
The hand controller will be a touch 
tone pad with interchangable over- 
lays to customize it for each game. 
This is the same arrangment Intellivi- 
son owners now use. 
The selection of 15 games will 
change each month, but long-term 
favorites will be maintained In the 
new month's variety. Each game will 
offer consumers varying degrees of 
difficulty, speed, challenge and num- 
ber of players, Hilt said. 
PLAYCABLE has seven distribu- 
tion cable networks in the New York 
area . In 1962, it plans to launch an 
intensive program reaching all areas 
of the United States. 
The target goal in 1985 is for PlayCa- 
ble programming to be installed in 
one million homes. Eight percent of 
homes in the United States own some 
type of programmable video game 
with an estimated rise to 50 percent in 
1965. This projection makes the goal 
attainable. Hilt said. 
Wood TV Inc. said it does not antic- 
ipate adding this service to consum- 
ers. But any decision will be put off 
until the approvoal is granted for its 
company to expand the number of 
channels it can offer customers from 
the current 12 channels to 20. 
Inside 
^t Attitudes naturally 
#^ change toward wars, 
such as the Vietnam War, 
over time, Dr. George Her- 
ring, a professor at the Uni- 
versity of Kentucky, said. 
5 Every Friday at 8 a.m., 
WFAL originates their 
radio program from some- 
one's bedroom. The Feb. 5 
winner was Mary Lou Hard- 
esty, a freshman elementary 
education major. 
%l Bowling Green's bas- 
O ketball team rekindles 
its fierce rivalry with Toledo, 
tonight at 8 p.m. in UT's 
Centennial Hall. The Falcons 
need a win to remain in sole 
possession of second place in 
the race for the Mid-American 
Conference title. 
Weather 
Cloudy. High in the upper 30s, low 
in the low 30s. Ninety percent 
chance of precipitation. 
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Trustees' fee raises 
to benefit University Reagan tries to stop up leaky city 
Last Friday the Board of Trustees approved a 7 percent 
increase in room and meal plan costs beginning 
summer quarter. 
For two semesters this means the following increases: 
residence halls, $62; meal coupon plan "A", $53; meal 
coupon plan "B", $64; and meal coupon plan "C", $75. 
Students' first reaction to this fee increase will probably 
be in complaint. Why increase our fees? 
But students should consider the issue from University 
administrators' viewpoint. According to the Consumer 
Price Index, the average growth rate predicted for the 
years 1980-1985 is between 7-8 percent annually. This 
increase is equal to the 7 percent raise in room and meal 
plan costs. 
According to Charles Shanklin, finance committee 
chairman, anyone who reviews charges for these services 
will understand that we are providing the best for the 
least. 
Last year, the Board of Trustees was able to hold down 
room and meal increases to 2 percent. In view of the 
annual growth rate this action was not an easy task. 
Last week's decision is not without benefits for the 
students. In addition to room and board increases, the 
Board of Trustees approved a dining hall budget increase 
from $5.98 million to $6.33 million and a residence hall 
budget increase from $9.33 million to $9.79 million. Per- 
haps with a larger budget the residence and dining halls 
will provide better services. 
This year in addition to inflation, administrators are 
confronted with massive state cutbacks. 
Although the trustees' decision to raise room and board 
fees will financially take a toll on those students living on 
campus, we must not forget that these actions are 
necessary for the University and its students. 
Student challenges ROTC 
opinion of nonbelligerence 
United States, thousands of miles 
from our border. How dare you call 
this crime defensive and nonbellige- 
rent. 
Today, the Commander of all U.S. 
forces in Central America tells us that 
it may be necessary to militarily 
intervene in El Salvador if the situa- 
tion there continues to deteriorate. 
Could that possibly be considered 
defensive or nonbelligerent? Hardly. 
2) You claim that the way to insure 
America's peace and security is 
through increased military expendi- 
tures. Your argument - a quote from 
1945. Really guvs, accept that the 
world is a far different place than it 
was in 1945. Accept that the limits to 
the effective use of military power 
have grown overwhelmingly. 
One key example as to how shifting 
expenditures from Social Services to 
the military quite clearly threatens 
our security and probably existence 
on this planet is the effect on our 
energy policy. 
We ha ve spent trillions of dollars on 
the military, in part to defend our 
access to foreign oil. This is money 
that could be spent on a crash energy 
development program that would re- 
duce our dependence on foreign oil. 
Now, instead of energy self-suffi- 
ciency, we have a dangerous depen- 
dence. For all of our military might, 
we possess no possibility whatsoever 
to insure that that flow of oil contin- 
ues. Oil fields are far too vulnerable to 
sabatoge and could easily be rendered 
useless. 
Now consider the danger in at- 
tempting this. Such an attempt could 
easily escalate into a limited, then 
all-out Nuclear War. The conse- 
quences would be unacceptable. 
Because the editorial page of The 
BG News is too limited to carry on a 
debate of this magnitude. I would like 
to challenge any of the thirty writers 
of your article to a public debate on 
the issue of bow best can we assure 
America's continued sercurity and 
freedom. 
Focus 
by Kent Morse 
Social Justice Committee member 
I feel compelled to respond to the 
ROTC student's "Focus" column 
which appeared on January 29 in The 
BG News. In particular, I would like 
to challenge two points which you 
made so righteously and defended so 
poorly. 
1) You described the nature of our 
armed forces as defensive and non- 
belligerent. As undeniable proof of 
this you pointed out that the "funny 
five-sided structure in Washington" is 
the Department of Defense, not of- 
fense. 
To begin with, you do not win an 
argument through semantics. What- 
ever you call the offices enclosed in 
the Pentagon, the nature of the U.S. 
military establishment must' be 
judged by its actions, not Us name. 
Between 1945 and 1975 the United 
States "conducted a major military 
campaign or paramilitary CIA opera- 
tion...on the average of once every 
eighteen months - Greece (1948), 
Iran (1953), Guatamala (1954), Indo- 
nesia (1958), Lebanon (1958), Loas 
(1950), Cuba (1961), Congo (1964), 
British Guiana (1964), Dominican Re- 
public (1965), and, of course, Vietnam 
(1950-1975)," (Richard Barnet, Roots 
of War.) 
In Vietnam, our "defensive" mili- 
tary consumed 50,000 American lives, 
spent over $150 billion, and dropped 
the equivalent of three Hiroshima- 
size bombs a month on the Indochi- 
nese for six years. 
All this effort and waste of life was 
expended on a country of little strate- 
gic or economic importance to the 
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Ronald Reagan, as with all recent 
presidents, is obsessed with leaks in 
his administration. He doesn't under- 
stand why people who work for him 
continually spill the beans to the me- 
dia. And as with all presidents, he 
insists he's going to put a stop to the 
leaks at any cost. With all due respect 
to Mr. Reagan, he has as much 
chance of stopping leaks in Washing- 
ton as he does getting his wife to serve 
State Dinners on Tupperware. 
There are all sorts of leaks in Wash- 
The most common is the "official 
government leak." Any administra- 
Bon learns very quickly the best way 
to set off a trial balloon is to leak it to 
one or two news sources. 
Example: "This is Apollo at the 
White House and what I'm goingto 
tell you is not for attribution. The 
President is going to put an excess 
profits tax on suntan oil." 
The story is printed in Krupnik s 
column. All hell breaks loose with the 
suntan oil lobby, and the President 
decides to forget it. 
The next day the President's press 
secretary announces, "There is abso- 
lutely no foundation to the story that 
there will be an excess profits tax on 
suntan oil." 
Krupnik calls up Apollo at the White 
House. "You made me look like a 
fool." 
Apollo says, "We'll make it up to 
you. We're sending over a top-secret 
CIA report to you on a KGB call girl 
ring at the United,Nations." 
The second most common leak in- 
volves someone in the administration 
who is out to get someone else. 
"If you write it, I'll deny it, but 
Malibu was chewed out by the Presi- 
dent yesterday for telling Ed Meese 
the only one in the administration who 
believes the 1983 budget figures is 
Bono." 
The reporter calls up Malibu and 
asks him if the story is true. 
Malibu says. "The only person who 
could have told you that was Burbank. 
If you want the real story, Burbank 
was caught red-handed stealing jelly 
beans out of the President's personal 
Jar, and he's been banned from the 
Oval Office, unless there is another 
person in the room." 
Focus 
by Art Buchwald 
Syndicated Columnist 
The third type of leak, which Is 
impossible for Mr. Reagan to stop, 
comes from a disenchanted bu- 
reaucrat who sends inside mem- 
oranda in plain white envelopes to 
columnists all over town. 
They read like this: 
"From the Secretary's Administra- 
tiveAide: 
"To All Employees. 
"You will soon receive a question- 
naire which must be filled out and 
returned to the Secretary's office no 
later than Friday, giving your views 
on Abortion, Gun Control, Busing and 
Prayers in School. The purpose of this 
survey is to help the Secretary get to 
know his staff better and to encourage 
a smoother and more efficient 
relationship in the department. If you 
do not wish to fill out the question- 
naire, you may return it with a note 
stating your reasons why you refuse 
to be a team player." 
There is another type of leak that 
everyone in Washington is familiar 
with, and that's one where a person 
wants to get credit for something he 
or she has done. 
"I'm sorry I'm late for dinner, but 
Ive been working behind the scenes to 
get a bill passed, which would im- 
peach a federal judge who made a 
ruling in favor of any desegregation 
issue that Sen. Jesse Helms disap- 
proves of. If you use my name, play 
down my role, as a lot of us were 
involved in the final product." 
Then finally there is what we call 
the "accidental leak." 
This might occur at a cocktail party 
where a reporter goes up to a high 
government official and says, "I hear 
you're thinking of raising suger sup- 
ports to Brazil." 
"That's a confidential matter." 
"I have it from a good source." 
"Then you also must have heard we 
plan to overthrow Grenada." 
"Everyone knows that." The re- 
porter fakes it. 
"If you print it, you could get the 
Minister of Cigars in Cuba in a lot of 
trouble. He works for us." 
"I had that months ago," the re- 
porter says. 
"If I told you what we plan to do in 
El Salvador, will you forget about 
Brazil?" 
"Yeah, but just for now. I can't sit 
on the sugar quota story forever." 
E COJSSXJB WwTOCW o m f** wn»« cnanti 
Letters. 
Commuters need 
place to park, too 
I hear a lot about student apathy, so 
when I read ihe article about the 
University ground crews I decided it 
was time to do my part. 
I, too, am tired of the snow and cold 
as is every normal person. However, 
that's not my point. Grounds coordi- 
nator Randy Gallier was quoted as 
saying how aggravating it is plowing 
the commuter lots. "Kids start pour- 
ing in in the morning and you can t get 
it done. They have a special parking 
Blace and no matter how much snow 
lere is or how big a drift...that's 
where they park," Gallier was quoted 
assaying. 
I'm a commuter Mr. Gallier, where 
should we park when the commuter 
lots aren't plowed? Perhaps you 
didn't know it, but we have these little 
stickers which permit us to park in 
certain lots only. Thus, if we nave to 
park in unplowed lots, so be it. It beats 
paying a ticket for parking in usually 
clean faculty lots. 
As far as the "kids pouring in in the 
morning" might I suggest you start a 
little earlier than 7:30 a.m. It only 
makes sense that if you have fewer 
men than last year you need more 
time to get the same amount of work 
done. We can't help the fact that we 
have morning classes to attend. 
Respond— 
If you would like to comment 
on something in the New* or 
anything of interest to the cam- 
pus or community, write to the 
The letter or guest column 
should be typewritten, triple 
spaced and signed. Please in- 
clude your address and 
telephone number for verifica- 
tion. Letters to the editor 
should not be longer than 200 
words and columns should not 
be longer than 500 words. 
' The News reserves the right 
to reject letters or portions of 
letters that are in bad taste, 
malicious or libelous. All are 
subject to condensation. 
Address your comments to: 
Editor 
BGNews 
106 University Hall 
Don't get me wrong, I think the 
ground crews are doing the best they 
can under difficult conditions. I surely 
wouldn't trade places with them. But, 
don't be so quick to criticize commut- 
ers - we also are trying our best - 
which means parking the junker 
wherever it looks like we won't get 
stuck. Once that's done we only have 
to make it to classes. 
Jsmi* Young 
On-camput Mailbox 5296 
Student thanks ROTC 
for rappelling course 
On a Sunday afternoon, I found 
myself among the rafters of Anderson 
Arena with nothing but a rope be- 
tween me and the floor, some 60 feet 
below. They call it rappelling. 
Now this is no easy teat for a person 
whose knees knock at the prospect of 
jumping off a diving board. Neverthe- 
less, there I was, balancing precar- 
iously on the edge of a catwalk, and 
shouting "on rappel" to the ROTC 
Senior cadet below me. 
DOONESBURY 
The man in front of me was a 
sergeant, and I was fully aware that 
his words of instruction were in con- 
trol of my life for the moment. With 
my attention focused on his voice, and 
my knees knocking again, I pushed off 
and sent myself swinging through the 
air. After dropping several feet, I 
slowed myself down. The control was 
suddenly in my own hands, and the 
shouts of encouragement from above 
and below me helped me to maintain 
that control. It was exhilarating, and I 
touched the ground all too soon - quite 
shaky, but smiling, and ready to try 
again. 
Rappelling was fun and exciting, 
but I had expected that; it was the 
thrill that had motivated my attempt. 
What surprised me was the feeling of 
self-confidence I had gained from a 
rope, a pair of gloves and a handful of 
men in green uniforms. 
I would like to commend those men 
on their skill and efficiency and sin- 
cerely thank them for their patience 
and encouragement. It was these 
qualities of the Army ROTC that 
enabled me, and the many others 
present, to overcome fear and ac- 
complish this difficult feat with confi- 
dence and sheer enjoyment. 
The next time I find myself at the 
end of a diving board, or in the face of 
some other knee knocking experi- 
ence, maybe I will have the seli-as- 
surance I need to jump in - with both 
feet. • 
Nancy C. Sssosr 
721 High St., Apt. 89 
Give self-conscious 
women their own sauna 
In regards to "Women in Focus" (The 
BG News 2/10/82) I realize this is a 
major women's rights issue, and I 
thank you sincerely for bringing it to 
my unenlightened attention, but what, 
may I ask, do you propose we do about 
this atrocity? Perhaps we could have 
three saunas: "Men, "Women," and 
"Self-Concious Women." It's a 
thought... 
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Use rape defenses to fullest extent,counselor says 
by Linda Perez 
News staff reporter 
Rape counselor Sandy Stevens 
thought she knew all the steps a 
woman could take to prevent a rape. 
But when confronted with a would-be 
rapist herself, all she could do was 
turn around to look at him more 
closely. 
The look was enough to save Ste- 
vens. The young man who had been 
following her in a University of Toledo 
parking garage turned around and 
ran away. Stevens in turn ran to her 
car and reported the incident to cam- 
pus police. 
"He had been following six feet 
behind me yet I didn't get a chance to 
get a look at him," she explained in a 
speech sponsored by Women for 
Women. "At that point, the only de- 
fense I had was my brain. He was 
extremely startled when I looked at 
him, and gave me the kind of look that 
meant 'you're not .supposed to do 
this.' But I guess it was just enough to 
make him go, to make him think that I 
wasn't an easy mark." 
STEVENS, who is a counselor for 
Toledo United Against Rape, said she 
was glad she did not attempt to physi- 
cally fight her would-be attacker. 
Susan Debbe, a counselor for the 
same organization, does not attempt 
to convince those confronted with 
rape that aggression must be avoided 
as a tactic to ward off a rapist. Yet 
she advises both men and women to 
be prepared to use whatever method 
they choose to the fullest possible 
extent. 
"You have to remember not to 
develop a false sense of security," 
Debbe warned. "If you carry a gun, 
you must be willing to kill. If you are 
trained in karate, you must be willing 
to hurt." 
Both women maintain that there 
are no set answers to the problem of 
rape. But the only way women can 
become less vulnerable to rape is if 
they acknowledge that rape can hap- 
pen to anyone, and is simply not a 
problem peculiar to somebody else. 
"The most pitiful thing is when a 
middle-aged or elderly woman calls 
in, saying 'My God, why did it happen 
to me? I'm not sexually attractive 
anymore,'" Stevens said. 
BOTH WOMEN are quick to em- 
Ehasize that rape is not a sexual act 
ut an act of violence, during which 
the rapist attempts to hurt ana humil- 
iate his victim in an effort to attain 
power. It is a problem which has both 
female and male dimensions. Not 
only the victim, but also the people 
she associates with, including male 
relatives, are affected. Men can also 
be raped, Stevens added, describing 
the anguish they feel after a rape as 
possibly more horrendous than a 
woman's anguish because men are 
socially conditioned to be aggressive 
sexually. 
One out of every three women in the 
United States will be raped, Debbe 
said. Victims range in age from six 
months to over 90 years old, and over 
half the rapes committed occur in the 
victims' homes, neighborhoods or 
places where they feelsafe. 
Although legal and medical serv- 
ices are often insensitive to the plight 
of rape victims, the women urged 
victims to report rapes to local au- 
thorities immediately. While both ac- 
knowledged that fear, anger and guilt 
are normal responses a woman may 
have in the aftermath of a crisis such 
as rape, Debbe warned women to 
cover up whatever anger they may 
feel toward the rapist in the court- 
room. 
"I dislike that this is the way it has 
to be, for it goes against everything I 
believe in," Stevens said, adding that 
many feminists may not agree with 
her."But feminists live in a world of 
what should be. We live in the world of 
what actually is." 
brief Survey questions feasibility of shuttle service 
Students receive recognition for high scores 
Randall Stephan, a junior public 
relations major, and the ROTC cadets 
of the University, were awarded cer- 
tificates of achievement for outstand- 
ing performance at the ROTC 
advanced camp, held in Fort Lewis, 
Washington last summer. 
Stephan was awarded for 
achieving the highest total score in 
job performance, navigational tacti- 
cal application exercises, the army 
physical readiness test, and military 
skills test of the 1600 cadets attending 
the camp. 
THc 21 cadets attending the 
camp were also recognized for out- 
standing performance. Their average 
performance was above the camp 
mean in all five areas of evaluation 
and above the regional mean in four 
out of five areas of evaluation. 
There are four regions in the 
country, and 72 schools were present 
at the Fort Lewis region camp. 
by Scott Sleek 
News staff reporter 
Students' attitudes toward the pos- 
sibility of a University shuttle service 
may determine if the service will be 
provided again. 
A random survey, drawn up by a 
special subcommittee of the Univer- 
sity Parking Committee, will be dis- 
tributed this week to 2,000 on and off- 
campus students to determine what 
student feelings and attitudes are 
regarding a shuttle service, Jim 
Gucker, a member of the subcommit- 
tee, said. 
"The questions more or less pertain 
to how much students will be willing 
to pay and how often you would use 
it,   Gucker said. 
"I've heard from $50 to $150,000 
(cost of the service),'.' Harry Tyson, 
chairmanof the University Parking 
Committee, said, "and that's a lot of 
money. 
"AND THAT does not include the 
operating expense," Tyson added. 
He said this expense would include 
the cost of gas, insurance payments 
and driver employment "which 
makes it a very expensive project 
that would have to be heavily uti- 
lized." 
Gucker said it would be to the 
advantage of all students who receive 
the surveys to fill them out. 
The service would be convenient for 
off-campus students getting to classes 
in bad weather, Gucker said. 
He said it also would reduce the 
flow of traffic around the University 
because the shuttle bus would be 
transporting students from off-cam- 
pus areas and from commuter park- 
ing lots. 
'It would be a lot less congested 
around the University." he said. 
GUCKER ADDED that the commit- 
tee may consider an off-campus route 
to shopping centers and grocery 
stores as part of the service. 
A company in Toledo expressed 
interest in providing buses for the 
service, but Tyson said this is only a 
possiblity. He said the University 
may decide to run the service them- 
selves or contract it out. 
The surveys can be returned 
through on-campus mail, Gucker 
said. They are due by Feb. 25. 
"I would hope that we would get 80 
percent, but realistically about 40 to 
50 percent (returned)," Tyson said. 
Gucker said recommendations may 
be made to the Board of Trustees if 
most of the students surveyed support 
a new shuttle service, but Tyson said 
no further plans are being made until 
the results of the survey have been 
compiled. 
Must not isolate view of intervention 
Failure to win Vietnam war was not America's fault, professor says 
by David Sigworth 
News staff reporter 
It was more than a failure of will or 
involvement in an unwinable war that 
caused the United States' loss in Viet- 
nam, Dr. George Herring, a professor 
of history at the University of Ken- 
tucky, said yesterday. 
And, speaking to a large audience 
at the sixth annual Eleazer Wood 
Lecture in Military History, held in 
the Alumni Room in the Union, Her- 
ring said many of the excuses given 
today are unfounded. 
Herring, author of Americas Long- 
est War: The United States and Viet- 
nam, 1950-1975, said it is natural that 
attitudes toward wars change over 
time, a phenomenon called revisio- 
nism. 
"And, true to form, revisionism has 
developed in the past few years about 
the Vietnam War," he said. 
The revisionism attitude toward the 
Vietnam War, he said, is that the war 
"could have been won and should 
have been won," but "American in- 
tervention in Vietnam had been mis- 
guided from the start." 
HERRING SAID the civilian lead- 
ers, namely President Lyndon John- 
son, "expanded the bombing slowly 
... giving the Hanoi leaders time to 
adjust." 
The post-war actions of the Hanoi 
regime and the re-emergence of the 
Cold War has contributed even more 
to Vietnam revisionism, he said. 
"They argue that once the commit- 
ment was made, it was of vital inter- 
est that it had to be defended no 
matter what occurred," Herring said. 
President Ronald Reagan is a revi- 
sionist, he said, by believing that in 
helping defend a small country, 
"Vietnam, in truth, was a noble war." 
Thus, he said Reagan and the revi- 
sionists believe, "if we are forced to 
fight, we must have the means and 
the provisions to prevail." 
And, he added, revisionists believe 
"the United States failed primarily 
because it fought the war the wrong 
way." He said revisionists hold that 
the United States lost because it ap- 
Slied conventional military methods 
) a guerrila war. 
BUT THIS thought is too rigid and 
one-sided, Herring said. 
"The disturbing elements about this 
Elan, no matter how natural they may 
e, is that it tends to look at Vietnam 
in a kind of isolation or in a narrow 
view of our intervention," he said. 
"You have to go back to 1945, to 
what was happening in Vietnam, what 
was happening in Southeast Asia and 
what was happening between the 
United States and the Soviet Union," 
he said. 
The offshoot of U.S.-Soviet relations 
"grossly distorts the internal dynam- 
ics of the (Vietnam) conflict," he 
said. 
"The new moral standard," he said, 
"ignores the way we conducted the 
war. It had a devastating effect on the 
people of Vietnam - the people we 
professed to be defending." 
COULD WE have won the war? 
Herring asked. "Perhaps we could 
have. No one can ever be sure. I'm 
certainly not going to defend the plan 
Johnson developed and employed 
throughout the war." 
Herring admitted that, had the 
United States made a powerful air 
strike in an attempt to end the war, 
"there is evidence to suggest that the 
enemy was willing to fight on, even if 
they had to go underground or into the 
hills." 
And, he added, "it is unlikely that 
North Vietnam's enemies could have 
stood by and permit it to go down the 
tubes." 
Herring defended the media, al- 
though he added, "No one would give journalists an 'A' for their coverage of 
the war." 
Television coverage did not change 
opinions, he said, but worked to re- 
inforce the beliefs of both sides. 
"YOU SEE IN it what you want to 
see in it," he said, "and you get out of 
it what you want to get out of it." 
Herring said the main factors to be 
considered are the nature of the con- 
flict, the weaknesses of our allies and 
the strength of our opposition. 
Americans think, "If failure occurs, 
it must be our fault," he said. Label- 
ing ourselves as scapegoats "ignores 
the other side of the equation - in this 
case, the North Vietnamese." 
ANNUAL EXTRAVAGANZA   FOR CHARITY 
MARDI GRAS '82 MARDI GRAS '82 
"Somewhere In Time" 
February 18-20,1982 
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9 PM-12 MIDNIGHT 
Welcoming Back a Maidi Gras 
Tradition 
CAKEWALKIINT   JASS BAND 
Falcon's Nest, Union 
Don't Miss this evening of live jazz 
and other types of music!! 
Contests Throughout the night featuring 
CAKEWALK DANCE CONTEST 
Donations Accepted 
F 
R 
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D 
A 
2:30 PM-5:30 PM - 5Q's HAPPY HOURS 
Wear your favorite bobby sox and leather 
jackets! Falcon's Nest, Union. Music provided 
by WFAL 
Proof of Age (18) Required 
9:00 PM-12 MIDNIGHT - MUSIC OF THE 80s 
"Helping Hands" provide a Decade of 
entertainment. SI Donation Requested 
Side Door, Union 
SATURDAY 
8:00 PM-12 MIDNIGHT UNIVERISTY, UNION 
Events Include: 
First Floor Second Floor Third Floor 
9-12 Midnight "IN THE MOOD" 
Big Band Entertainment 
with "Even Now" 
Falcon's Nest 
QUESTIONS? CALL 2-2638 
MARDI GRAS HOTLINE 
Money Raised Goes to Charities Board 
Over $200 given to Charities Board last year 
Grand Ballroom 
Chicago in the I920's 
GAMBLING CASINO 
Browsing Room 
Old Time Western 
Saloon Entertainment 
Pheasant Room - 
l%()'s Pizza Parlor 
World's Fair Ice Cream Shoppe 
Faculty Lounge 
Wedding Room 
Community Suite 
Food Through the Ages 
Prehistoric 
Medieval 
Future 
Alumni Room 
Cave Club serving hors d' oeuvres 
Ohio Suite - 
"Journey Through the Ages" MAZE 
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NLack of volunteers slows escort service 
\^ T%bruan^ 2.0, ft^ > 
Preferred Properties 
835 High St. — Rentol Office 
Phone 352-9378 
9 00—4.30 Monday—Friday 
Apartment Complexes 
Haven House 
Piedmont - 8th & High St. 
Birch wood Place - 650 Sixth St. 
Meadowlark • 818 Seventh St. 
707 Sixth St. 
Small Bldgs. - Manvllle 
(between Sixth & Seventh St*.) 
Features 
2 Bedroom - carpeted and turnished * Gas heat & air 
conditioning - gas cooking (Landlord pays gas) * Laun- 
dry areas in each building # Residents pay only light * 
Lots ol closet space » 1'. bath 
Special Features 
All residents wiH be granted membership to Health Spa. 
a new facility built in 1981 8 features the following: 
Hydro Spa Whirlpool * Indoor Heated Pool * Metos 
Sauna <r Sun Lamps * Shower Massage * Complete 
Exercise Facilities & Equipment 
Other Rentals 
Houses, efficiencies, 1 bedrooms 
Furnished & Unfurnished 
by Dan Murphy 
News reporter 
An understaffed student escort service is doing what it 
can to handle the sharp increase in requests for the 
service, but its co-coordinator, Kimberly Hunt, and 
several other escorts said they would like to see even 
"more done. 
Presently, the escort service carries students to and 
from destinations on campus and in Bowling Green from 
5 p.m. to midnight Monday through Thursday. 
Only one escort has been working each night because 
of a lack of volunteers, and at times as many as eight 
people have been lined up waiting for the escort to return 
from a run, Ellen Joseph, a dispatcher for the service, 
said. 
Fortunately, 16 applications for escort positions have 
been received since the beginning of the quarter by the 
Commuter Off-Campus Organization, which is sponsor- 
ing the service. 
ALTHOUGH most of the applications were from on- 
campus freshmen and sophomores who offered to serve 
as walking escorts, a few new driving escorts were found 
to meet the rising demand. With the new volunteers, the 
service will be able to have two escorts on duty at all 
times, so that patrons of the service are not kept waiting. 
COCO also is considering extending the service to 
Friday and Sunday nights. The walking escorts, how- 
ever, will probably not be used much until spring 
quarter. Hunt said. 
The new volunteers bring the number of driving 
escorts to nine, compared to six only a month ago. 
However, while escorts have increased by only 50 per- 
cent, the number of people being escorted has tripled, 
Hunt said. 
Hunt and other escorts said that an advertising cam- 
paign was probably responsible for most of the increase 
in both escorts and patrons. 
ESCORT Tom Vermilya said the "regulars" who use 
the service also aid in advertising it by word of mouth. 
But another major factor in the increase in patrons 
does not fall under the category of advertising. It is the 
cold weather. 
"It's cold out. People prefer not to walk," Hunt said, 
adding that temperatures alone can make walking 
dangerous. 
The weather also puts an added strain on the driving 
skills of escorts, Vermilya said. 
"WE DID have trouble with the weather a couple of 
nights, but we get by as best as we can," escort Joe 
Savage said. 
Another escort, Rudy Telles, said going out into snows- 
torms has not been much of a bother. "I don't mind it, 
I'm crazy," Telles said. 
Actually, Telles is simply experienced with such incon- 
veniences. He is a member of the National Guard and has 
worked with them during the blizzard of 1978 and other 
major storms. But even so, Telles admits his car has 
been stuck two or three times while escorting. 
Telles said the cold weather acts as a deterrent to most 
attacks, but he was still quick to point out that riding in a 
car is even safer. "Who's going to attack a car?" Telles 
asked. 
HUNT, currently the only female escort, said the 
escorts like to think that patrons use the service for 
protection, even if that means protection from the cold. 
"It's hard to decide whether or not someone is abusing 
the service," she said. For this reason, nobody is refused 
service, whether male or female. 
Hunt said she thinks women especially need the 
service for protection, because they are not as strong as 
men. However, she said the service recognizes that 
attacks can mean muggings and attacks other than rape, 
and that men also may have some fear of walking alone 
at night. 
"The primary importance is to give people a sense of 
security against attack and to try to make the campus a 
safer place for everyone," Savage said. 
HOWEVER, COCO has not been given assistance by 
any of the 14 organizations and individuals who were 
asked to help, Hunt said. 
Only Women for Women responded to COCO,saying it 
would cooperate. The group said in a memo to COCO that 
it was pleased that both male and female escorts would 
be incorporated in the service, but so far the group has 
supplied no volunteers. 
Women for Women said "the escort service is only a 
'band-aid' solution to a serious wounding of the freedom 
of women at BGSU." 
Hunt said that while the service does not stop attacks 
altogether, it does greatly reduce the possibility of attack 
for those who use the service. 
THE SERVICE is not a solution to the problem of 
attacks, she said, but it is COCO's way of doing some- 
thing about the problem. So far COCO has been the only 
organization to act on the problem, Hunt said, adding 
that she is disappointed with the lack of response from 
other organizations, including the Union Activities Orga- 
nization and the Inter-Fraternity Council. 
"I'm blank as to why they wouldn't step forward and 
help with this. It's a large disappointment,' Savage said. 
Telles said he thinks people may not be willing to take the 
time to help without being paid. 
For Telles the job has rewards other than money. "It's 
an ego high," he said. "It makes you feel good about 
yourself." 
Savage agrees. "I get personal satisfaction because 
I'm helping people," he said. "It's a way I can donate my 
time to the University." 
IF A BETTER alternative to handling the problem of 
attacks is found, Hunt said, COCO would be happy to 
cooperate, but she said that suggestions made in the 
memo from Women for Women are unrealistic. 
Women for Women urged COCO to "consider sponsor- 
ing educational and consciousness raising sessions for 
men on the issues of sexual harassment and assault, in 
addition to the escort service." The group said it would 
be happy to work with COCO on such programming. 
But Hunt said she believes the suggested programs 
would be ineffective, because the men that would be most 
likely to attack a woman are not likely to be the type that 
would voluntarily attend these sessions. 
hypnotist Irorn p«g« 1 
IF A PERSON wants to resist, then the hypnotist 
can't help that person to make the change, because the 
person doesn't want it," he said. 
But Luke added he has not met with that problem to a 
great extent. 
He said some persons are very anxious when study- 
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Gerald Wilson reflects on 
past decades as a jazz man, 
tomorrow in the Accent 
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Noon Time 
Entertainment 
performing 
TODAY 
11:30-12:30 
Chris Reynolds 
Side Door Union Free and open to all 
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Get too and 
Blue  Keycard 
your own ™jj£^ 
FREE! 
FREE, February 16-19 only. Blue Keycard 
and the BG Chapter of the American Marketing 
Association invite you to apply for membership 
in the only charge card designed exclusively for 
the college student. It provides you with an 
opportunity to establish a good credit rating 
early - leading to other credit and charge cards. 
The Blue Keycard gives you a 1100.00 per 
month spending limit and can be used at almost 
20 merchants around campus ranging from 
SamB's to Mylej Pizza Pub to Powder Puff. 
With Blue Keycard, you get what you want 
when  you need it - without having to carry 
around large amounts of cash or worrying about 
your checking account balance. In short, Blue 
Keycard membership is your opporunity to 
establish a good credit history early while 
enjoying financial security. convenience, 
personal service, budget planning and 
emergency  protection that only a charge card 
can  provide jxnd not only do you get a 
Blue Keycard FREE, but we'll also give you 
SI.00 cash when /ou pick your card up this 
week only in the foyer of the BA Building from 
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. February 16 - 19. This offer 
expires at 4 p.m., Friday, February 19. 
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int; and have trouble concentrating on what they are 
doing. He said a way to alleviate this lack of concentra- 
tion is through improved relaxation. 
"Statistical studies show that people who are more 
relaxed perform more capably," he said. 
HE ADDED it can also be used to help students apply 
themselves more, to be able to memorize and to be able 
to give information back to a professor, such as on 
exams.   • 
This newfound relaxation can reduce the stress 
associated with test taking, he said. 
"I can't study for a person, but I can help them to do 
that more effectively,   he said. 
Helping a person control smoking usually requires 
one session, Luke said, bringing up ideas that are more 
helpful to that person or more positive. 
He said overeating is a more difficult habit to break, 
as eating is a neccesity of life, something that a person 
has done since birth. 
"It's a lengthy procedure. People need a lot more 
support," he said. 
BUT SOME PERSONS, like Roger Homer, have 
found results in weight reduction through Luke. Horner 
H M a\ 
SPECIAL SUMMER 
RATES 
(furnished 2 bedroom) 
•HAVEN HOUSE    •PIEDMONT 
only $500.00 for the   only $400.00 for the 
entire summer      «      entire summer 
Houses, Efficiencies, & Rooms 
CALL 352-9378 
Rental Office Located At The 
New Cherrywood Health Spa 
said he was skeptical about Luke's method when he 
first began therapy, but lost 118-120 pounds in the 
process. 
"There wasn't any different feeling about it," Roger 
Horner. 505 Lafayette, said. 
"But now, when I listen to my tape (provided by Luke 
as a reinforcement tooDI fall asleep with it. So there's 
definitely a relaxation with it, but it's hard to pinpoint 
how or where," he said. 
A good, quiet atmosphere is conducive for hypnotism, 
he said 
"I prefer a quiet room, dimly lit and it helps to be 
warm," he said. "If vou're warm, you're less apt to be 
conscious of discomfort." 
LUKE ALSO helps patients learn how to relax 
themselves, through self-hypnosis. 
One procedure he suggests in self-hypnosis is to lie 
down on a couch or bed, or sit in a comfortable easy 
chair and stare at the ceiling, convincing oneself that 
the eyelids are becoming heavy, until they are impossi- 
ble to keep open. 
Persons should then convince themselves that they 
are completely relaxed mentally and physically, and 
will gradually pass into the hypnotic state. 
While in this relaxed state, the person should concen- 
trate on what is desired and what accomplishment is 
wanted. 
Slowly counting to 10 will bring the person out of the 
trance - the trance that Luke suggests for a more 
relaxed way of dealing with common problems and 
habits. 
Pendleton Mgt. Co. 
New Location 
853 Napoleon Apt #5 
Still have some great apartments available 
for Spring or Fall 
Village Green Luther       Forest Apartments 
352-6167    352-2276     352-6985 
***^*»-^*'tJ>>«l!>''-t?*-*4-**^^'t^H.^*d^>*«^*«^^ 
GENERIC SWEATSHIRTS 
The Ultimate In 
Anti-Preppy Wear 
Exclusive At: 
TO'S Campus Corner 
ETIB 1982 
MYLES PIZZA PUB 
516 E. Wooster 
I 
I I I 
Myles Pizza Pub 
352-1504 
(l)One Coupon Per f der 
EXPIRES FEB. 20, 1982 
Free 2-Liter Bottle 
of Tab with any 
14" (2) item or more pizza 
Myles Pizza Pub 
352-1504 
(l)One Coupon Per Order 
EXPIRES FEB. 25, 1982 
Free 2-Liter Bottle 
of Tab with any 
14" (2) item or more pizza 
1 
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Breakfast anyone? 
WFAL originates show 
from winner's bedroom 
Every Friday, one student has the 
entire University campus in his or her 
room at 8 a.m. tor breakfast in bed. 
Big Chuck (Chuck Harrison) and 
Feesh (Jim Goldston), WFAL's Fri- 
day morning disc-jockeys, deliver 
breakfast to the winner of their 
Breakfast in Bed contest. 
The winner, picked through a ran- 
dom drawing, gets to have the WFAL 
morning show originate from his or 
her bedroom on the following Friday 
morning. The winner also is treated to 
a full breakfast in bed. 
The Breakfast in Bed contest began 
on Jan. IS and has been met with 
nearly perfect success. 
"There was only one week when the 
person who won the contest wouldn't 
let us into her room," Goldston said. 
"But that was no problem, we just 
took the breakfast back to the station 
and ate it ourselves." 
"It's always interesting when you 
come across somebody who's either 
been uptown or pulled an all-nighter 
the night before," Harrison said. 
"They don't know how to handle two 
guys coming into their room with 
microphones to give them breakfast." 
Mary Lou Hardesty, a freshman 
elementary education major who 
lives in 309 Lowry, Hall, won the 
contest Feb. 5.        . •.. 
"It was a total surprise. We entered 
everyone in the room, but I was the 
lucky one to get drawn." She said that 
she was up talking until nearly 2 a.m. 
and expected to be able to sleep in. 
Goldston and Harrison always call 
the winner's roommate to make sure 
that the person who wins the contest 
will be there in the morning. Most 
times the roommates will keep the 
secret, they said. 
"At least I got a free breakfast out 
of the deal." 
These were the sentiments of Ingrid 
Janzik, a freshman majoring in re- 
tailing, who won the contest Feb. 12. 
Her first class wasn't until 12:30 p.m. 
so she was planning on sleeping in 
These plans were shattered by 
knock on the door at 8 that morning. 
The breakfast that is given away i 
donated by a local restaurant and 
usually consists of steak, eggs, toast, juice and coffee. 
Janzik vowed to get revenge from 
her roomate, Linda Martens, who 
entered her into the contest by stating 
that she was going to die a slow death. 
Ingrid Janzik, Irtshman retailing major. 
contest. 
start photo  by Ron Haglar 
s out ol the covers to discover that she Is the winner of WFAL's Breakfast in Bed 
New Year's resolutions forgotten as year progresses 
by Marilyn Rosinski 
News staff reporter 
New Year's Resolutions have a waj 
of falling by the wayside as timt 
passes. 
January is gone. Now it's February. 
Psychologists say that in Februar) 
more New Year's resolutions are bn> 
ken than in any other month. 
People who promised to quit smok 
ing have lighted up again. 
A resolution to exercise more has 
been squeezed out by scheduling con- 
flicts. 
Eating less and losing weight is the 
most frequently made New Year's 
resolution after the over-eating 
binges of the Christmas holiday. 
researcher at the University of Wash- 
ington in Seattle, studied 135 college 
students who made and broke their 
New Year's resolutions. Those in 
Marlatt's study and students on the 
University campus indicated that spe- 
cific resolutions are easier to break 
than more general promises. 
The News asked students on cam- 
Biis how well they were keeping their 
ew Year's resolutions. 
Robbie Vescoui, freshman social 
work major, said she was doing 
poorly. "I made four and I've only 
kept one. I promised to stop drinking, 
stop biting my nails, and to keep my 
room clean. I promised to try to study 
my hardest. I stay up as late as 3 a.m. 
studying and I have 8 a.m. classes. I 
kept that one." 
DR. ALAN MARLATT, a behavior    major Gwen Fleitz, junior art therapy ,  said,   "I promised to quit 
smoking. Jeff (her boyfriend) and I 
promised to do it together. He stuck 
with it and I lasted one week. But I 
don't drink, I don't smoke pot, and I 
don't do anything. My one crutch is 
smoking so when I went back to work 
and back to school I needed my 
crutch." 
PAULA ZIMMERMAN, junior gen- 
eral business major, said, "I didn't 
have to keep any because in the past 
I've never kept any so I didn't make 
any this year. 
"Every year it's to lose weight but I 
don't even know why I even say it," 
she said. 
Ted Lautzenheiser, senior account- 
ing and MIS major kept his resolu- 
tions for about three days. "I had 
many resolutions," he said. "I prom- 
ised to start studying for the CPA 
Exam. It requires about two to three 
hours a day and I'm way behind on 
that. 
"I promised to keep up with classes 
and that lasted until the second day of 
classes." 
"NO DRINKING during the week. 
But that bombed out too quick!" 
Kim Young, junior recreation man- 
agement major, said, "I'm working 
hard at keeping my relationship 
working. My other one is about losing 
weight.. .1 had a sub last night and I 
frequent Myles' too often." 
Chris Skowronek, senior interperso- 
nal communications, said, "I had 
about ten-actually about 100! One was 
to graduate on time. It looks like 
tliaf s one I'll keep, hopefully. 
"I also resolved to jog as much as I 
used to (about four times a week) but 
the weather has been so bad I 
haven't." 
"I USUALLY do better keeping 
promises to other people than to my- 
self," Lori Schrickel, a junior ac- 
counting major said, "I didn't make 
one.. .At least nothing really major.' 
Joe Prohlik, sophomore history ma- 
jor, said, "I didn t make any. I didn't 
even think of it." 
Bruce Piatt, graduate student in the 
School of Health and Physical Recre- 
ation, said "I didn't make one. Then I 
don't have to worry about breaking 
any." 
Clark Hahn, junior business major, 
said, "What New Year's resolution? 1 
never keep them anyways." 
Brad Meffard, senior accounting 
major, was another person who didn't 
make any New Year's resolutions. "I 
never made any. I never thought 
about it. I was too drunk on New 
Year's Eve to make one. I'm not big 
on New Year's resolutions any ways. 
SHANNON GREGGA, freshman 
business major, said, "I didn't make 
one. I'm the type of person who takes 
it as it comes. As she hurried to a 
class that she was already late for, 
she said, "If I made a resolution, then 
it would make me stick with it.' 
Steve Cooper, freshman accounting 
major, said he never makes New 
Year's resolutions. "I didn't think 
about it. I probably knew I wouldn't 
keep it if I made one!" 
That probably sums up the reason 
many students on campus don't make 
resolutions. Mariatt suggested that 
people view lapses as total failures. 
So a person can avoid failure by 
avoiding making promises - even if 
it's to oneself. 
THe Qu^S^e secRer CITY 
^e'sacityinEurope-yoUcoMmveltherefree. I 
So unravel these riddles, and uncover its key. 
C__A_    _e.s.i 
*....9...».....*....*..*...?..-*....!L 
TO PLAY THE GAME: 
Answer each of the riddle* thai win appear here each 
week m February. Write your answer in the blanks below 
each riddle The letters with numbers below them corres- 
pond to the numbered spaces In the master key. As you 
mi in the letters of the mas«er key. you will be spelling the 
name and location of a secret city in Europe. Send us 
the solution, and you and a friend could win • trip there, free. 
TO ENTER SWEEPSTAKES: 
t. NO PURCHASE NECESSARY 
J. Grand Prize oonslats ol two regular routvHrlp economy avfaras 
to the secret oty3tt<loyEuralle American Youth Bowel 
passes, two backpacks andsTOOO m cash. 
1. Cut out master key tor use as oMael entry blank or us* 3« ;• 
cerd Pnnt your ara^alr^wtt your r»vr« end ariaees Me* 
to Seen) dr7sw*spetak*s>.0 Box SOU. Norwa*. CT 0SS62. 
4. The tut 1.000 correct respondents SB receive a poster as an 
|!AI entries must be received by S/1 area. Eresr a* often as you 
wlafi. Out each entry must be mated separately. 
S.Arsndomdrswmgols«oorreclentneswebeh*ld3r22nHby 
B^Hk»ssndQioup.snkiu»pe<iu»!<|urlr^igorgenuaaonwr^ 
decision Is "net 
WHAT AMI? 
My arsenal is patience, 
My sword is chalk; 
My discipline is conscience, 
My medium is talk; 
My reservoir is history, 
My greatest love is truth; 
My highest art is alchemy, 
Where lead to gold is youth. 
7. SwsepoleH* voM whore prormmefl. uueo or otherwise restrict*. 
I. A» potential winners may be required lo sign en eMavIt of *k- 
g^ to v*r% compline* with th* rules wltrWi 30 o«ysrfrec*^ 
of seme. For s Set ofprUe winners, send seS-sdit ssesit. stamped 
envelope to Secret cSy Sweepstakes oto tkgniend Group. IB 
Knight St.. Nome*. CT 06861 
5 13 
(Answer to Wak»2 Riddle: CLEF) 
i- i.ui.wn 
Q6N6RAL FOODS* INTERN ATIONAL COf fCCS 
MAKe QOOD CDMpANY. 
O Osnersl FODdi Coreonwon ISS2 
» 
BOWLING GPEEN 
STATE 
UNIVErSITY 
CAMP DAY 
5ummER JOB OPPQRTUniTIE5 
oponsoRED BV BGSU Financial- aio M 5TUDEHT EmpLoYmtsnT 
WHEN■ February I8.RSL 
Thursday 
WHEPE: Grand Ballroom 
(JnKeraiHy Union 
TIME   8:3°~ 5:3° 
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Pope calls for respect of human rights in Poland 
LAGOS, Nigeria (AP) - Pope John 
Paul n declared yesterday that hu- 
man rights must be respected in his 
Polish homeland and chastised major 
powers that worry more about infla- 
tion and arms than poverty in the 
Third World. 
In remarks in Polish to Ambassa- 
dor Vitold Jurasz and 200 other Poles 
gathered on the lawn of the Vatican 
embassy in Lagos, the pontiff repeat- 
efflv stressed that "the rights of indi- 
viduals and nations must be 
respected." 
The pope took a break yesterday 
from the series of open-air Masses 
and greetings to crowds that marked 
his first four days in Africa. 
"IN ROME and outside Rome, I have 
intensely lived through the partic- 
ularly difficult events which have 
affected my country, in particular the 
most recent ones," he said, referring 
to the Dec. 13 martial law crackdown 
in Poland. 
"I have said this to state authorities 
in Poland, as well as to the leaders of 
other countries - that the rights of 
nations must be respected. This is a 
heritage of many years. We did not 
learn this from the United Nations 
declarations after World War II. We 
learned this centuries ago." 
He added that Poles "have rights in 
relation to their neighbors, especially 
with those nations which history has 
linked with them," a clear allusion to 
the Soviet Union. 
THE POPE leaves Nigeria this morn- 
ing, flying to Benin, a Marxist state 
where several priests are imprisoned, 
some of them under death sentences. 
The pontiff also stops in Equatorial 
Guinea and Gabon before concluding 
his eight-day tour of Africa - his first 
foreign trip since the attempt on his 
life last May 13 - and returning to the 
Vatican on Friday. 
In his meeting with Poles in the 
Nigerian capital, John Paul told them 
hehad "seen your flags and seen your 
signs wherever I went in Nigeria." 
More than 2,000 Poles work here 
under government contract, and dur- 
ing papal visits to the interior cities of 
Kaduna, 400 miles northeast of Lagos, 
and Ibadan, 95 miles to the north, 
many waved Polish and Solidarity 
trade union banners, some of which 
were confiscated by Nigerian police 
for "security reasons." 
SOME of the Poles who came to 
yesterday's meeting - they were 
searched and screened by metal de- 
tectors before being admitted to the 
Vatican embassy - said they had been 
warned by the Polish embassy to 
refrain from political activities dur- 
ing the papal visit. 
Ambassador Jurasz gave a speech 
of welcome to "the Holy Father" but' 
did not kneel when the pope blessed 
the crowd or join in singing the hymn 
"God Bless Poland." Poles opposed to 
the declaration of martial law have 
taken to singing the hymn's final line 
as, "God give us our free country." 
John Paul did not Join in either, but 
he warmly pressed the hands of about 
a dozen technicians who wore Solidar- 
ity badges even though they later told 
reporters they feared their passports 
might be revoked. 
University Village and 
University Court s 
Apartments 
(Located at the corner ol (.lough and 
Mercer streets 1 block south of campus). 
Spacious 2 bedroom, furnished apartments 
within walking distance to shopping, 
campus activities and movie theatres. 
Student rental applications for '82 83 school 
year will be accepted starting Feb. 1. 1982. 
Rental rates include heating, cooking and water. 
Rental applications may be obtained at 
Amherst Village Apartments.   (Rental Office) 
1520 C lough St.      3520164 
Office Hours:   9 5 
I University's reputation draws out-of-state students 
SJean Dimeo 
BWS reporter 
Although Ohio residents 
comprise more than 84 per- 
cent of the University's 
student body, 1,026 out-of- 
state undergraduate and 
graduate students rep- 
resent 46 states and the 
District of Columbia. 
Linda Hamilton, coordi- 
nator of Institutional Re- 
Brts, said that there are 
7 men and 479 women 
The BG News 
Obsidian and 
The Key 
are now accepting applications 
for: 
Editors, copy editors, photographers, news and 
sports reporters 
| Apply: 106 University Hall Deadline: Tueday. March 2 at 5 p.mj 
(both undergraduate and 
Sraduate student) non- 
hio residents at the Uni- 
versity. 
Five states with the ma- jority of students rep- 
resented at the main 
campus are Michigan, 187; 
New York, 186; Pennsylva- 
nia, 175; Indiana, 76; and 
New Jersey, 70. 
She said that the major- 
ity of out-of-state students 
are majoring in business, 
biology and music, but all 
the colleges are rep- 
resented. 
JIM UTWIN, director of 
Institutional Studies, said 
that the out-of-state stu- 
dents add a cosmopolitan 
atmosphere at the Univer- 
sity. 
"Many states are offer- 
ing better education and 
more opportunities for 
their residents to attend 
college in their own 
states," Litwin said, add- 
ing that that is why there 
has been a decrease in the 
number of out-of-state stu- 
dents over the last few 
years. 
Lisa Davis, sophomore 
resource management ma- 
Jor from Horseheads, 
I.Y., said she lived in Ohio 
until she was 12, which 
influenced her decision to 
come here. 
"My brother went to BG, 
and that is how I was intro- 
duced to the school and the 
campus," Davis said, add- 
ing that her brother was 
not a major factor in her 
decision in choosing the 
University. 
SHE SAID THAT New 
York does not have many 
colleges or universities 
with strong business pro- 
grams, which was her 
main reason for choosing 
the University. 
"I checked into BG's 
business   program,   and 
found it was held in high 
esteem with corpora- 
tions," Davis said. 
College expenses did in- 
fluence her decision to 
come here. "Schools in the 
East are mostly private 
and very expensive," she 
said, adding that it was 
less expensive to go to the 
University even with the 
out-of-state fee. 
"I wanted to get away 
from home, and not know- 
ing anyone forced me to 
meet people", Davis said. 
DAVIS BELIEVES that 
New Yorkers are more 
fashion-conscious and 
usually judge people on 
first impressions. "New 
Yorkers are cold and un- 
trusting at first," she said. 
Fred Kundrata, procure- 
ment management maior 
from Traverse City, Mien., 
said his high school ad- 
viser recommended the 
University. 
Meadowview Court 
Apartments 
214 Napoleon Rd., Bowling Green 
■   Phone: 352-1195 
SPECIAL RATES 
ON FALL LEASES, 1962 
furnished or unfurnished 
Hours: Mon.-Frl. 9-12*1-5 
Sat. 10-2 
ALPHA XI DELTA 
Proudly Announces 
DanaBerryhill Their New Actives Sabrina Landin 
Theresa Boeckman Janet Neilson 
Lynne Chleboski Julie Oriens 
Mavis Edison Kelli Purk 
Tanya Essen Kathi Sieber 
Gloria Gimbrone Debbie Smith 
Vicki Grisson Laura Tartaglio 
Cindy Habjan Bev Weisheit 
Marie Johnson Janice Williams 
Annettta Lupo 
OUTSTANDING PREDGE: Beth Level 
1 Bdrm: Unfurnished; $250 
Furnished; $270 
Landlord Pays All Utilities 
1 Bdrm: Unfurnished; $200 
Furnished; $225 
Landlord Pays Gas Heat 
Resident Pays Electric Lights 
2 bdrm: Unfurnished; $265 
Furnished; $285 
Landlord Pays Gas Heat 
Resident P&ys Electric Lights 
Efficiencies: 
Unfurnished; $200 
Furnished;    $225 
Landlord Pays Al Utilities 
• Laundry facilities available   • Gas heat 
• Swimming pool   • Party room 
• Game room   • Sauna 
JWBeWJentsAraGfintwJTrwPrMtog* « A MMtfMONS To The Chwrywood HMNM Sp« 
SAVE 0I\I< 
STYLE 
UP T0*25 OFF! 
SILADIUM'COLLEGE RINGS 
$ 
NOW ONLY 
94 
We've got what you went—■ handsomely styled selection 
of college rings at a price you can afford. SILADIUM" College 
Rings carefully crafted in the ArtCarved tradition from a fine 
and durable jeweler's metal. 
Add your choice of custom options to the design you select 
and you'll have a ring you'll want to wear for years to come. 
But don't delay. Visit the ArtCarved Ring Table and get your 
ring at a price that's too good to lastl 
- CLASS RINGS INC 
Kundrata said he wanted 
to meet new and different 
people, but stay within a 
relatively close distance 
from his home. He said he 
chose the University be- 
cause of Ohio's reputation 
for its fine state schools. 
Athletics also played a 
Krt in his decision to go 
re. "My high school 
track coach was a BG 
graduate, and recom- 
mended the athletic pro- 
gram," he said. 
KUNDRATA HAS an Air 
Force ROTC scholarship, 
and said that he was im- 
pressed with the ROTC in- 
structors here. 
He said he liked the size 
of the University because 
it could support many pro- 
Sams and activities, while 
ving a personal atmo- 
sphere. 
Monev was not a factor 
in his decision to come 
here because his ROTC 
scholarship pays for his 
tuition, fees and books, he 
said. 
"I liked the educational 
opportunities here, and I 
needed a change from Tra- 
verse City," Kundrata 
said. 
CHOOSING A COL- 
LEGE away from your 
home state is like choosing 
a job after you graduate, 
he said. "It's a gamble 
because living in another 
part of the country is dif- 
ferent." 
Mike Hoferichter, sopho- 
more geography major 
from Springfield. Va., said 
that most of his friends 
went to the University of 
Virginia and he wanted the 
opportunity to meet new 
people. 
"My father is an Army 
colonel, and we moved 
around most of my life," 
Hoferichter said, adding 
that it was no big change to 
come to the University for 
that reason. 
Hoferichter said he only 
planned to stay here for 
two years and then trans- 
fer to the University of 
Virginia, which is closer to 
his home. 
"I DECIDED to stay, 
though, because I found 
BG to be more personable 
than a larger school like 
Virginia," be said. 
Hoferichter was im- 
pressed with what his 
friends and high school 
teachers said about the 
University, and found it to 
be one of the best schools in 
Ohio. 
He said his grandparents 
live in Bellevue, which 
gives him a chance to visit 
them often, but they did 
not influence his decision 
to come here. 
Hoferichter added that 
he never saw the Univer- 
sity until the first day of 
freshman orientation. 
"I WAS REALLY ner- 
vous because I didn't know 
what to expect," he said. 
Hoferichter said that 
going to a school outside 
your own state is an expe- 
rience ih itself. "You have' 
to learn the ways of the 
people and the area," he 
added. 
MISS BGSU 
SCHOLARSHIP PAGEANT 
Contestant Applications 
Available Feb. 15-26 in 
425 Student Services Blgd. 
&*0*&*&*&*&*&*&^4r*+*&*0*&*&**&^*&*&*^*0-*&*0-*& J* 
the brothers of 
TAU KAPPA EPSILON 
Announce the 1982-83 officers 
President 
Vice-President 
Treasurer 
Secretary 
Historian 
Associate Member Trainer 
Chaplain 
Sgt.-at-Arms 
William S. White 
Fred Hepp 
John E. Schmidt 
Manuel T. Palomo 
David E. Chadwick 
Todd D. Davis 
Raymond L. Herpy 
Matthew J. Murray 
wv-—w— 
The Sisters of 
ALPHA CHI OMEGA 
Proudly Present their New Actives 
Carrie Austing 
Ann Carlisle 
Sue Costlow 
Mary Gervinski 
Anne Hoffman 
Tracey Honeycuft 
Diane Kesic 
Jenne Lohf 
Chris McCauley 
Laura McKinley 
Patty Perrone 
Lisa Roper 
Wanda Ruiz 
Kathy Sackman 
Kelli Simon 
Tami Snay 
Nancy Ulrich 
Sandy Vine 
Date: Feb. 15-17     Time: 10-4     Place:   University Bookstore 
•HMMITCMttO 
Natalie Willis 
and 
Elaine Smith: Pledge Scholar 
Jennifer Smith: Outstanding Pledge 
Congratulations!! 
Special Congratulations to Bridget Coughling: Maple Leaf Sister. 
Tht BG Newi February ". 1»«J ' 
Weekend wrap-m* 
Bowling Green's gymnastics team 
two-gameTrain 
remained undefeated  in the  Mid- 
snapped a osi g streak and 
American Conference by dominating 
Central Michigan in Mt.Pleasant, 
Mich., last Thursday. 
An indication of BG's domination 
was that the Falcons claimed the top 
five all-arounds in the meet. Laurie 
Garee was the top all-around with a 
score of 34.45. She was followed by 
Karen Kemper (33.9), Dawn Boyle 
(33.15). Mary Anne Kruppa (32.85), 
and Jill Slomsky (32.8). CMU's top 
all-around was 32.15. 
BG was only .05 points ahead after 
the first event, but scored very well in 
the uneven parallel bars and in the 
balance beam to take a 101.25-94.4 
lead into the final event. 
"The bars was where we developed 
our lead," said BG coach Charles 
Simpson, whose squad raised its re- 
cord to 6-3 overall, and a perfect 3-0 in 
the MAC. "We were absolutely superb 
on the beam. All of our scores were in 
the eights for the first time this sea- 
son. There was a big improvement 
over last Friday (when numeorus 
falls kept BG from challenging power- 
ful Ohio State). 
"We really needed this one to give 
us confidence and a push towards the 
MAC tourney (which BG will host on 
March 7)," Simpson continued. 
The Falcons' next action will be 
Friday at 6:30 p.m against Indiana 
State in Eppler North Gym. 
Bowling Green's men's track team 
was paced by Terry Reedus at the 
Eastern Michigan Indoor Track Clas- 
sic, last Saturday. 
Reedus placed first in both the 800 
and 600-yard runs with times of 
1:52.81 and 1:10.8, respectively. He 
also anchored the one-mile relay 
team, which finished second with a 
time of 3:19.1. 
Also placing first for the Falcons 
was Robert Zellers in the 440-yard 
dash, with a time of 49.10 seconds. In 
the other distance events, Chris Los 
finished first in the novice two-mile 
run in a 9:16.18 clocking; Jeff Martin 
was second in the three-mile run with 
a 14:19.32 time; and in the 1000-yard 
run Holger Hille was third with a time 
of 2:13.6. In addition, the two-mile 
relay team finished third and the 
distance medley relay team was also 
third. 
In the field events, Dan Safkow was 
third in the high jump with a leap of 6- 
foot-8. In the triple tump, James 
Rhoades was fifth and Tom Pendrey 
sixth. 
BG coach Tom Wright said he felt 
their performance on Saturday re- 
flected tiie team's overall balance. 
a little more and she should be clear- 
ing 5-feet-10," BG coach Pat Brett 
The mile relay team was the only 
first-place finisher for the Falcons. 
BG's quartet of Diana Brumbaugh, 
Diana Jennings, Joy Clawson and 
Ballard came in with a time of 3:59.93. 
"We've got two weeks before tiie 
MAC championships and we've im- 
proved tremendously within the past 
two weeks," Brett said. 
Two more school records fell and 
another was tied by Bowling Green's 
women's track team at the non-scor- 
ing Michigan Invitational last Satur- 
day. 
BG freshman Laura Murphy broke 
her own record in the mile run with a 
third place time of 4:58.31 seconds. 
Freshman LaDeidra Ballard also set 
a new school mark of 58:61 in the 440- 
yard run. 
Junior high jumper Heidi Asmus 
turned in another strong performance 
with a second place leap of 5-feet-8. 
She tied her own school record which 
she set last year. 
"Heidi looked super over the week- 
end. She needs to pick up her legs just 
line ( 
ished fifth of ten teams in national 
competition last weekend in Chicago, 
111., with a 4-5 record. 
A club team from Seattle, Wash., 
took the national crown by going 
undefeated in the tourney. They will 
travel to Canada to compete in world 
championship play. 
"We did real well for practicing 
only three months together," team 
member Al Abrams said. "We are a 
very young team (3 sophomores and 1 
freshman) and are very hopeful for 
the next two years." 
Dad Ron, 
Congratulations onyour 
engagement to Mom Barb! 
Your Sig Ep Pledgii Sons 
r DG Anchor Splash 
t/Satnina U^eautu 
Contest 
7:30 Tonight 
at Uptown 
"2for1" 
S1 admission 
Club clips- 
Bowline Green's club volleyball team de- 
feated Ohio Wesleyan last weekend and, cou- 
8led with the previous weekend's 5-1 record in 
>e MIVA North Tournament, upped its re- 
cord to 12-4 for the season. 
Offensively, BG was led by captain Dan 
Metelsky and Joe Taylor. A strong middle 
attack by Mark Aiple and Jeff Dietz and on- 
target passing by Mark Oberst and Ric Wil- 
loughby guided the Falcon spikers to the 
victories. 
"The establishment of a strong middle 
attack, Dan's (Metelsky) outside hitting and 
team quickness and defense are reasons for 
our early success," BG coach Caren Aiple 
said. 
Tonight, the spikers follow the Falcon bas- 
ketball team to Toledo to face the Rockets and 
will be back in Toledo to participate in the 
Toledo Invitational tournament this weekend. 
The host Wolverines edged the Falcons, 1564 
to 1550. The Rockets tallied 1409 points. 
BG's top five finishers were Mark Long with 
330, Jeff Warden with 312, Dan Rieder with 
309, Wayne Knaple with 303 and Gary Stock- 
ard with 296. i 
This Friday, the Falcon riflemen host Howe 
Military Institute in Hayes Hall. 
After winning the state championship two 
weeks ago, the Bowling Green's women's ski 
racing team participated in the Midwest Col- 
legiate Skiing Association national qualifier at 
Bruel Mountain in Upper Peninsula, Mich., 
last weekend. The Falcons finished eighth of 
eleven teams. 
BG was led by Janet Slade's 21st place 
finish in the slalom and 24th place in the giant 
slalom. 
Other Falcon participants were Harriet 
Harichovszky. Sharon Daley, Mary Jo Fer- 
razza and Polly Thomas. 
This weekend, the team travels to Chrystal 
Mountain to participate in the Eastern Re- 
gional Championship. 
Bowling Green's club rifle team traveled to 
Ann Arbor, Mich., to compete in a triangular 
meet with Toledo and Michigan, last weekend. 
AIR FORCE NURSING. 
IT MAY BE FOR YOU. 
A 'of of "»'d *o<H is required before you re accopted M in Air force 
nurse VOu must complete nu'smg school and boards and qualify Then 
you' future as an Air Fore* officer and nurse begins with presentation of 
the insignia of your new rank it's a bright and fulfilling future You'll wofk 
with me Air Force health ca/e team and be responsible lor direct patient 
OfM 
II you qualify and wish lo cowipttt you may specialise in a number ot 
areas II you want to pursue higher educational goals the Air Force olfers 
many opportunities 
Air Force nursing Unlimited opportuniiy and «vc«ih»ni health care An 
Atr Force nurse recruiter has details 
AIR FORCE NURSING A GREAT WAY OF LIFE 
^ 
Call CoMact Jack McCord or Keith Vencel il (216) 522-4325 
A g.*o.-o,olUe 
s> 
NOTICE: 
The BG News 
and COCO 
did not 
intend to 
discriminate 
in any manner 
by using artwork 
in the "slave 
sale" portion 
of COCO'S 
Charities Week 
ad that ran in the 
Fri. Feb. 12 and 
Tues. Feb. 16 News 
Vilm 
SPRING BREAK 
DAYTONA BiACH-$99/$119 
FORT lAUD€RDAlf-$139 
PADRE BLAND-$109/$129 
NASSAU, 1AHAMAS-$169 
• fl ctayi// rwtfnlt Dooch froof CM 
• fooWde welcome party 
• Sports actMNes 
• AlltaaM 
• Optional tarty tut available 
FOt KSBrVMIONS CONTACT 
SUMMIT TOURS 
Mary Jo 
372-6837 
LAST YEAR OVER 4.000 
SATISFIED BEACH LOVERS! 
Advancement 
WITHOUT 
AN 
ADVANCED 
DEGREE 
The 
Institute 
pf£3£ 
235& 170l St 
Philadelphia. PA 19103 (2151732-eeOO 
Approved by the 
American Bar 
Association 
College seniors. If you plan to get a Job 
after graduation, why not consider 
a profession? 
■ In 3 months, we prepare you for 
careers In law. management finance. 
■ Our 8 Intensive courses are 
nationally recognized for high aca- 
demic quality. 
■ Over 90%of our graduates secure 
Jobs in their specialties. Over 5.000 
graduates hold positions In law firms, 
banks and corporations In llOclties. 
■ We provide a substantial tuition 
refund if we cannot secure a Job for 
you In the dry of your choice. 
Guarantee your future. Learn how the 
Institute can help you advance In a 
career. Our representative will be on 
campus  March 3.     . 
73-KHI422B 
Q I mould like toarrangeantnterview 
al another lime. Please: call me at 
one of the phones noted. 
□ Please send me Information about 
the Institute for Paralegal Training. 
Name  
Address  
CUy. State. Zip  
College 
( L- 1 L 
Presentphone      Permanent phone 
LEASING FOR FALL 1982 
NEWLOVE APARTMENTS 
336 S. MAIN CALL 352-5163 
649 Sixth Street: 
• FREE AIR CONDITIONWG 
• FREE MEAT 
' 2Mrmt 
' Extra Hvnlwl 
' NEWLY PANTED 
• ONLY 2 ARTS LEFT 
710% ELM: 
* 1 txftrm 
* Privacy 
332% S. MAIN: 
* MMOMarasl 
* Ibdrmi 
' FIMMSHCD 
•PRIVACY 
311% S. MAIN 
' NEW 2 aormt 
• FURNISHED 
• A> CoMAOMd 
• Pnvscy 
■ ONLY I APT   LEFT 
M0 EIGHTH STREET:      134% S. MAIN: 
' NEW ? Bdrm» 
' AlrCondnonad 
' Mux* Apartments 
' ONLY 2 APTS I.EFT 
1
 I barm 
1
 Above downtown •lore* 
' Convenient 
ADVISORY COMMITTEE 
FOR GENERAL FEE 
ALLOCATIONS 
The Advisory Committee on General Fee Allocations is 
now distributing the Budget Request Forms to those 
student organizations seeking General Fee Funds for 
1982-83. This form is available in Room 305, Student 
Services Building. The forms must be completed and 
returned to Room 303, Student Services Building, by 
Friday, February 26. 1982.' 
CLASSIFIEDS 
106 Uiweitrtv 
M 
'MI1C 
ooocx «eeeo« >CM 
THE 
USICAL SOUL REVIEW 
Scheduled for 
rhurs. Feb. 18 8 p.m. 
Kobacker Hall 
has been postponed 
until Spring Quarter 
oeeeeew 
■^r-*~*?>ur*4 
COME ON OUT AND WISH THE 
ALPHA SIGS   GOOD LUCK 
WHILE THEY 
&0UNCE  THEIR WAY 
TO TOLEDO 
Wed. Feb. 17 at 1:00 pm Meet in front of the Union 
•^M?«^H^«^<«?~4>«^«^*. 
AUDITION 
for the 
NEW ETHNIC CULTURAL ARTS PROGRAM 
MULTI-ETHNIC PLAY 
HOT STUFF 
Wed. February 17 and Tburs. February 18 
7p.m. to 9p.m. 
in 
UNIVERSITY HALL ROOM 405 
This play will Be presented at the Annual Convention ol the National Association 
ot Dramatic ana Speech Arts at Bowie State University m Bowie Maryland 
(near Balt"nO«»  April 1 . April 4   1982  ALL ACTORS, SINGERS AND 
MUSICIANS MUST BE ABLE TO TRAVEL DURING THAT TIME 
BRING YOUR OWN AUDITION MATERIALS: 
MUSIC. POETRY. DRAMATIC MONOLOGUES, SCENES. 
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: ui   John scott  Art Director-ECAP 
Maisha Hazzard and Mano Garcia. 
ECAP Progiam Coordinators 
ETHNIC CULTURAL ARTS PROGRAM (EC API - 372-279* 
Education Majors 
Including All Hearing 
Impaired, EMR, TMR, 
And LBD 
* Planning To Student Teach Fall 
Or Spring Semester, 1982-1983? 
You are required to attend a 
sign-up and information meeting: 
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 24,1982 
CAMPUS ROOM, UNIVERSITY UNION 
MEETING AT 
8:30,9:30,10:30,11:30 am 
1:30,2:30,3:30,4:30 pm 
-'      v 
ONE MEETING ATTEND ONE MEETING ATTEND 
1 
t TW BO Neiw Ftbruary 17, 19«2 
Sports 
BG to face rival Rockets tonight 
by Chuck Krumel 
News staff reporter 
The Bowling Green-Toledo basket- 
ball rivalry resumes tonight at Cen- 
tennial Hall in Toledo, when the 
Falcons square off against the Rock- 
ets in an 8 p.m. contest. 
In the last five seasons, BG coach 
John Weinert's teams have split the 
annual two-game series in this heated 
rivalry. Weinert has tasted victory 
only once inside Centennial Hall, that 
coming in 1978 when Mitch 
Kopystynsky's basket with 24 seconds 
left capped a 13-point BG rally, as the 
Falcons escaped with a 69-68 win. 
The win came after the Rockets had 
defeated the Falcons, 61-58, earlier in ♦he season at Anderson Arena. Since 
then, neither Weinert nor his coun- 
terpart, UT's Bobby Nichols, have 
been able to win on the host team's 
floor. 
In fact, the last time the Falcons 
swept the UT series was during the 
1974-75 season when the Falcons won 
67-63 at Centennial Hall and 66-64 in 
overtime at Anderson Arena. 
Last season, after the Falcons 
routed the Rockets, 81-63, in Anderson 
Arena, the Rockets avenged their 
early season loss to the Falcons by 
winning 61-56 in Centennial Hall. 
NEVERTHELESS, Weinert seems 
undaunted by BG's lack of success at 
Centennial Hall the last few years. 
"This is a game where you can 
throw out the statistics," Weinert 
said. "We respect them and think 
they are a very talented team. You 
have to remember that Toledo has 
won 20 games or more the last five 
seasons, so they have beaten a lot of 
teams at home." 
While the Falcons are sizzling in 
Mid-American Conference play this 
year, the Rockets have been fizzling. 
UT is currently in ninth place in the 
conference with a 4-8 record and is 12- 
10 overall. BG is in sole possession of 
second place in the MAC with an 8-4 
mark and is 14-8 overall. 
"Toledo has four conference games 
left to play. They play us, Eastern 
Michigan, Kent State and Northern 
Illinois and you know who they want 
to beat most," Weinert said. "Actu- 
ally, Toledo has two things to play 
Officials, players both to blame for 
unnecessary Ice Arena violence 
Sideline— Bowling Green and Ohio State have the oldest rivalry in the Central Collegiate Hockey Association and, as 
last weekend proved, the most violent 
rivalry as wefi. 
While hard-hitting rivalries are not 
unusual (as is evident with the BG- 
Michigan rivalry), rarely does a one 
reach the level of viciousness the 
Falcon-Buckeye contests seem to 
achieve. 
Last weekend, seniors Brian 
MacLeilan of BG and Dave Mandich 
of OSU put an end to their parts in the 
BG-OSU rivalry. The plavers' violent 
confrontations began with one second 
left in Friday's contest and marred 
the entire series. At seeing the game 
lost, MacLeilan decided to take out 
his frustrations on Mandich, who had 
been riding BG's players hard all 
evening. A fight resulted in two 
minute penalties for each. 
In Saturday's contest, tempers 
began to flare early on. After the 
Falcons scored two quick goals, 
Mandich began with nis cheap shots, 
using his stick, fists and elbows to try 
to intimidate BG's players. Just 2:34 
into the contest, Mandich and BG's 
Barry Mills were whistled off for 
slashing, followed into the penalty box 
a minute later by BG's Dan Kane and 
OSU's Dave Kobryn, who received 
five-minute major penalties for high 
sticking. 
FOR OVER 10 minutes after that, 
Mandich and MacLeilan each took 
turns delivering punishment to 
opposing players, acting in their roles 
as "enforcers." The situation 
deteriorated when Mandich 
Tracy Collins 
managing editor 
blindsided MacLeilan with a high 
stick in the face. MacLeilan retaliated 
with a high stick and a cross check to 
Mani'ich s head. 
At this point, the referee made a 
mistake which would allow the 
situation to continue. Mandich was 
given a minor penalty for high 
sticking, and MacLeilan was given a 
double minor, for high sticking as well 
as cross checking. Had the referee 
given five-minute majors or even 10- 
minute misconduct penalties for this 
situation, which was far more severe 
than the one between Kane and 
Kobryn in which those players 
received majors, the incident may 
have been remedied. Instead, the 
referee simply fueled what was to 
come. 
The ugliness reached a climax iust 
as MacLellan's penalties ended. As 
the Falcon co-captam skated onto the 
ice, BG goaltender Mike David made 
a save but was speared in the face by 
Mandich after the whistle. Half in 
protection of his goalie and half 
because he was hell-bent for revenge, 
MacLeilan went after Mandich, cross 
checking him twice in the head. 
MACLELLAN REALIZED he 
would be called for the cross check, so 
he headed for the penalty box. What 
he didn't realize was that the referee 
would choose this occasion to even the 
penalties up, giving both players five- 
minute majors ana game 
disqualifications. Not only did the 
players miss the remainder of that 
game, but each will have to miss their 
next games as well. 
The referee had finally made his 
point and the violence was held pretty 
much in check from then on. But had 
he acted a bit more forcefully earlier 
in the game, there is a good chance 
that this final, disgusting incident 
would not have occurred. 
One has to wonder how a rivalry 
could become so vicious, when hockey 
is, supposedly, iust a game. What is 
even more puzzling is why two NHL- 
caliber defensemen such as 
MacLeilan and Mandich need to 
resort to such blatant 
unsportsmanlike conduct. Both are 
excellent players who can make their 
presence felt in a clean, hard-hitting 
way. But their roles as the enforcers 
for their respective teams seem to 
make it necessary to let no cheap shot 
go unpunished. It seems that that 
should be the referees' jobs, but that 
is too often not the case when the 
referee fails to make the obvious 
roughing calls. 
Most hockey fans can understand 
the punching which goes on to relieve 
frustrations built up in a game, and in 
many cases the fist is necessary to 
keep "dirty" opponents in line. But 
when the stick becomes a weapon, the 
violence has gone too far. When it 
reaches such a sickening level, 
hockey is no better than going down to 
the local red light district to see a few 
people get muiged. 
for: getting into the (MAC) tourna- 
ment and hosting a tournament 
game." 
BG's outstanding point guard. Da- 
vid Greer, said Centennial Hall has 
always been one of the toughest 
places for the Falcons to play. 
"We're at the point now where it's 
do or die for us and every game from 
here on counts," Greer said. "Ba- 
sically, we just want to come out and 
play 40 good minutes of basketball 
and hope for the best." 
The Falcons have won two MAC 
games on the road thus far this sea- 
son, while the Rockets have lost their 
last two conference contests, one of 
which was in Centennial Hall Monday 
night against league-leading Bail 
State. 
Lessig faces 'challege 
and opportunity' at KU 
James W. Lessig, who was 
named athletic director last Friday 
at the University of Kansas after 
being AD at the University for 
three and one-half years, made the 
following statement last week. 
"I'm pleased to accept the ath- 
letic director's position at Kansas. 
It Is a great opportunity and chal- 
lenge. At the same time, I am very 
reluctant to leave Bowling Green. 
It is my home, and I've spent many 
years here. 
"I do feel good about the fact that 
the athletic program at Bowling 
Green is headed in a positive direc- 
tion. With both the basketball and 
hockey teams enjoying outstanding 
seasons, football finishing strong 
last fall and having just completed 
a most successful recruiting sea- 
son and the non-revenue programs 
showing vast improvement, Bowl- 
ing Green's total athletic program 
is extremely healthy. 
"The success that Bowling Green 
is enjoying is due to an outstanding 
KDup of coaches and a dedicated, 
rd-working administrative staff. 
With the type of leadership we have 
received from Interim President 
Dr. Michael Ferrari, and this fine 
staff, I feel the future will continue 
to be bright and successful. 
"I want to thank and acknowl- 
edge those people at the University 
and in the community who have 
been so helpful to me.' 
' staff photo by Dal* Omori 
BG's George McPhee helps fallow co-captain Brian MacLeilan off fha ica after MacLeilan had 
received a game disqualification in last Saturday's fight-marred contest againat Ohio State. 
Falcon women cagers fall to Lady Rockets, 66-61 
by Chuck Krumel 
News staff reporter 
TOLEDO - Missed opportunities 
and perhaps the mystique of the 
fierce rivalry lurking around inside 
Toledo's Centennial Hall took its toll 
on Bowling Green's women's basket- 
ball team last night, as the Falcons 
dropped a 66-61 decision to the Rock- 
ets. 
For the Rockets, the victory was 
their first over BG since the 1977-78 
season and only their second in the 
last eight encounters with the Fal- 
cons. Luckily for Falcons, though, 
last night's game did not count to- 
wards the Mid-American Conference 
pairings for this weekend's MAC 
championship tournament, which be- 
gins tomorrow, at Ball State in Mun- 
cie, Ind. 
The Falcons got off to a poor start 
against the Rockets, but came on 
strong midway through the first half. 
BG came within four points on numer- 
ous occassions, but could get no 
closer. 
Despite taking more shots from the 
field 171-59), BG shot a cool 35 percent 
from and could not make up the 
difference. UT shot a respectable 47.5 
percent from the floor. BG also held a 
sizable edge in team rebounding, 51- 
39, but that too made little difference 
in the outcome. 
THE FALCONS were led by Sue 
Pokelsek, who tallied 19 points in 
addition to pulling down 11 rebounds. 
Chris Tuttle scored 12 points, while 
Melissa Chase added 10. 
However, BG's defense had its 
hands full trying to contain the bal- 
anced UT scoring trio of Linda Jan- 
icki, Mitzi Hallinan and Jenni Heisler. 
Janicki led all scorers with 20 points, 
while Hallinan chipped in with 15 and 
Heisler hadlO. 
"I thought we played well, but ev- 
ery time we needed that one big 
basket to keep our momentum going. 
it seemed the ball just wouldn't fall 
in," BG coach Kathy Bole said. "La- 
tely, we haven't seemed to be in 
rhythm with one another and we don't 
seem to have any continuity on of- 
fense." 
Bole said she felt the Falcons 
played well on offense, but some 
errant passing and weak defensive 
rebounding gave the Rockets second 
and third opportunities as UT built a 
12-point lead midway in the second 
half. 
From there, the Falcons found 
themselves playing catch-up and 
could come no closer than six points 
the rest of the way. 
"THERE ARE three teams in the 
Mid-American Conference that I want 
beat - Miami, Kent State and Bowling 
Green. BG is the first one that we've 
beaten," UT coach Ethel Allman said. 
"1 thought they (BG) ran a nice 
offense and got some good baskets. 
But we played a good controlled ball 
game. We were really up for this 
game, especially since it was with 
In order for UT to advance to the 
opening round of the MAC 
championship tourney, the Rockets 
must beat Ball State in the prelimi- 
nary round tomorrow. The Falcons, 
by virtue of their better conference 
record (4-4 compared to UT's 3-5), 
drew a bye in the preliminary round, 
but were not among the top four 
seeded teams. 
BG will still play Kent State, Friday 
at 1:30 p.m., in the opening round of 
the tournament. Should the Falcons 
get by the the Golden Flashes for the 
second time this season, BG will re- 
turn to the court Saturday to play the 
winner of Friday's Miami-Western 
Michigan game. A loss will eliminate 
the Falcons from the tournament. 
The Falcons are now 16-10 overall, 
while the Rockets evened their record 
at 11-11. 
Classifieds 
LOST AND FOUND 
FOUNO   Wedding band * MotStay He* 
Fnday  CM 354 1604 to dsacriba 
FOUNO   1 Master «c>IUy new Educ 
Btjg Jane*. 372 3034  
LOST gray wool Hurl on lues Please cat 
362-3270. Neve name 8 numtjex 
LOST   reedmg gtosaea in tan caaa naar 
South Hal Contact Kathy 352 4315   
SERVICES OTFWED 
AeWRTttN 
TOIL ran 
6*6 A.M. - IftM P.M. 
140041HOH 
ATTENTION QRAO STUDENTS' 
OFT TOGETHER AT SAM B'S FOP, A 
CHEAP BUZZ   WEDNESDAY It ORAD 
NttHT-HAPrV HOURS FOR ALL 
ORAO STUOCMTS, SP-M-CLOSE. 
A specaa)   halo to Shata Boyle.   Karen 
McCMnahan S Kan Pnast* Low. your HkJ 
BATHING BEAUTY CONTEST 
2 tor 1   at UPTOWN 
TONIGHT' 
Only ona dot* eomteson 
to Ma you> lavoma 
BATHING BEAUTY  
BIG KVLE-GftANO BIG DEMISE JUST A 
NOTE FROM YOUR LITTLE TO SAY I LOVE 
YOU BOTH 1 THANKS FOR MAKING MY 
ACTIVATION SPECIAL' AX LOVE. LITTLE 
TAMI  
Dubs. 
The musts wd be loud 
and to wB Ins crowd 
The party wH ba tope 
because were brmgeng ma schnapps 
Don I drlnfc Via gm atalaad dnnk beer 
Cur the beg two-one * BnsJty here 
Lov»   The window breaker 1 the Hoe Qff 
Quean  
Dab Gruber. CongraMaona on, bang 
started greek Unity Chaapsraon for Pan- 
hal   wa'i* af proud ot you* Leva. Your 
Alpha tt Setters  
iREEZE-Ws www you hewe ftp baggeet 
anchor,   good luck uptown torsghtl   The 
To the twins si the payroll windows, your 
smite's   brighten   up   our   day'   You're 
Saeathaorti'i A coupes Mends. 
Alpha Chi Omega would aXe to congratulate 
Both. Burand and Nancy Toih on the* nswfy 
elected Panel Cebenei poarttone We are so 
proud ol you Love, your tettert 
handy Crsspln. Cor»grs*ue»ttons on your Ska 
Ep MwMenng to Tarry   We re si happy *or 
both ot you' Love Your Alpha Xi Settors 
M rmte (or 2) needed Can have own rm 
Imwadasieri a tor c* 8 men from campus 
HOP mo auts 353-9121 after 5 pm 
Manila a. Has another Gamma Phi   wtr»! 
Cong.sis Oemme Phi Dribblers an year 
went pot 
Erpert typing at reasonable rates For 
theeee    amrtaBani or term paper* cafl 
AWP « 352 0630  
TUCKER TYPWG. prataaaaorl. raast>-e- 
Dst. lue-hme typing service Nancy. 352 
OeYJB . 
Carle   I was Sure lucky when 
luok-l got the very best You'rs 
Love. Mary  
Charrywood Heaflh SPA 635 High St Ph 
352-0376 New Hours Mon thru Fn 9 
am 10 pm Sal Ilia -4pm Sun 
I ■ 4 pit New Location New Ownership. 
Guaranteed    Mem 
■BW SOMALI 
Any parson wshoserng a tap a fas on the 
■Ms—Si bhan Ohenheuer Towers E A 
peg Lot H.North M appro. 6 45 a m on 
U25-62 PLEASE cat cosset t-243-7243 
■OOQSf AT SAM 6*8 WITH STACY 
MnCMMAJTT 4 KIN COWOSM. FRL 
MIS 6 SAT MS. 6Pm SI COVtR. 
ALPMA SIGMA PH ANNUAL BASKETBALL 
DRaBflLE TO T U TOOAY AT I 30  
tTMtntO AT THE UNION TrfAhKS TO 
THE UL StSBES 6 S t T OF SOA FOR 
YOUR SUPPORT - 
CHOCOLATE ECLAJR6 
HOMESAKED COOKIES 
CHOC. CMF 6 PIAMWT BUTTIP. 
AVAILABLE IN FALCON'S WEST 
Compara Josien t tknge 
and The OacBMOn w*J be easy 
buy yours M Unaisrslty ttaoketont 
OC»*Q«AnXAT»ONB to Jute Sponger   Phi 
Mu Setter ot the Waafc'"'  
Dear Jane (Alas Madame President) rm so 
proud ol you B)r carrying on the tamiy 
IradMonii Just the-* it t steady Wsdnss 
day S no rraalsMe' I know (he res' of toe 
year wd be )uat at good" A O T Mar 
KARL YUNKER BAYS  T U   ANO J F K   .\ 
Good Luc* Alpha Srg. Jerry McMMsn. » toe 
Betting Beauty Contest toraght Your No 1 
at our eyes   Love.   Your DG. Coaches. 
Amy   Betsy I Lon  
IT'S BURGER MIGHT AT 6AM 8' 
EVERY WEDNESDAY. aasMMDNtGHT 
IM LS. IIIMsXlftlMTH QMLY .Be-IHI 
its never too ssrty to storl applying tor obs 
Let us do your cover letters and reeumee 
TenotaachcoetBontySUOO CaS AWP 
362 0630  
JAAtCE. 
A Qsm COULDN'T  ASK FOR A 8ETTE8 
ROOtS*. OR DEAR FFaENO THAN YOU. 
THANKS FOR BEING BOTH TO MCI LOVf 
YA, TERRL 
John. Jos S RUB* TTwM lor ttts mcoasnt 
hme St me Curing Tournament on Saturday1 
You guys wars aweeoma' Way to go Beta- 
02 Curing Teem" LOva Uananne 8 Mar, 
But.       
T-MBRIS 
T 61 SRI 8 
T 61 SRI 6 
Lew cwet-Feet delivery 
 Ce* Tat 686-711  
Keep Mrs*)** R up Berne*. PM Bo**,.! 
UT, Ysur 
another   artat   Lavs.   Your   Qsmme 
P» Kappa Phi 
The Setters ol Phi Mu would Ska to say 
thar*   you lor   coolung breakfast tor us 
StwMyl  
Sue and I were both bom at an hour apart. 
Eaten and Vtcky wNtwi a day But torvghta 
the night we're si going out to celebrate our 
B—DAYS So tooa out Seme s and at the 
real cause hers we corns ■ The tour ol us 
Sjm2t'   Happy Bday Sue Essen.Vickay 
Chnatte  
Thanks tot* to my secret 6 un tec ret 
veNnWeas' You guys era very spec* i 
made VsMnbnss Day eilia mce   I Love 
Ya      Mary Sue  
THANK YOU FOR THE PINK CARNATION 
WHOMEVER YOU MAY BE DON'T BE 
SHY   GIVE  ME  A CALL.  THANKS AGAIN 
BOBS  
The alasr-a el OMMN PM would eke to 
wteh Laura F, JM H., Bus 8.. Lorl S„ Mo. 
Laura Mag, Ul O . Sandy B 6 NStkl V. a 
very Happy February SerthdeyH  
The VIP pledges would kke to w*jh M 
ADPt's S the* oatet a very spsekM evarang 
at the Formal 
FREEZE GOOD LUCK WITH THE DG 
ANCHOR SPLASH" RENOE 
We know the) week wR *y. 
No need to tret or stoh 
Our ceriiss we ** gal by 
Cause tormeJ e> orawtng ragh 
The neaht ot rwjhta for Alpha Detta Pi' 
WOULD YOU LIKE A SWIMMIIIO POOL IN 
YOUR   BACKYARD   FOR  SPRING?'   Wa 
have openings for 1 or 2 I. nates. Cheap 
rent, includes Ires access to Health See 
352-8488.  
40% OFF ON ALL WINTER JACKETS ANO 
VESTS AT JEAN-N-ThWIOS 5Jl P4DOE 
STR8»T 
Experienced eottbell officials for wom- 
. art's sottbsll inlrsmoral progrsm. spring 
qtr Pick up applications In the Student 
Emptoytmwt Off Ice. 4S0 Student Serv 
toss. 
WANTED M HMTE TO SHARE FURN 
APT    WTR   6 SPR   QTRS   CALL   352 
3Q6C  
WANTED: 3 F'S TO 8U6L8 A 4-PCRSON 
APT. FOR SPR QTR. CAMPUS MANOR 
APTS-RKJHT ACR066 FROM CAMPUS. 
CAUm-eOOS. 
Wanted i f rmte wtr A apt gtrs Brand 
new turn apt I btv from campus Cat 
■As 352-2443         
SUMMER CAMP COUNSELORS Over- 
night gala Camp in NY a AoVondsck Mtt 
has opstwtgs ta counselor e-istrucwrt n 
tajnrva. water front |WSt ssMng. svang. 
smsf crafts), athwbet gymnaatct arts 
'csfls. psoneenng. muses, photo, drama. 
denes general counselors Intonation 
■ SAaCli m Placement Ott.ce or wnto 
And/aw Rosen. Port OPnss Camp. 221 
Harvard Ave . Smirthmore PA 19081 
4-H Camp Palmer now accephng apphca 
Sons for Summer camp staff position In 
qutrs at Student Employment. 2-2681 or 
Wood County 4-H office. 362-6631 Exl 
2231 
Re. eeecaatt Typo ndsrofssstsn 
sMy erMvad. 28 fa* Ml at Raped Printing. 
16F6.8|aia,S6t-6118.  
BEX OOODESS #1 Monday saw the and of 
an era 6 whet an era it was! Thsru tor 
ewjryfhkng you neve done tor the house a 
me" A 0 T San Goddess **2 
Sigma Nu. Soon Schwtnrj give us your aS 
tonight You are a greet Batrwvj Beauty 
Love. Your 0 Q   Coaches   Betsy. Lorl 6 
A"*  
Spring Break with a dtmtrence UCF Study 
Trip to Chilis lMii Bay and WaaNngton. 
DC 680 Wo moating. 6 30 pm Wed . 
Feb 17 Faculty Lounge Union or cej 
362-7634  
VOU YOU ARE THE GREATEST TWW. 
THANKS FOR EVERYTHMG   LOVE   YA. 
CARL  
NEXT-TO— MEW 8HOP; Clsshlag. Jew- 
elry. Shews 6 Himiatila. St. AJeietus 
Seheel Tass. 16-4 and Frt 1-7 pm 
SIMPLE PLEASURES. Irish fweed Nets 
1BH 9H, French Seervee S8.00. S8S eft 
iMsciad mertfienorse.-  
Ta My Big S*s Refby—Here's to the Xl's. 6 
my areet Ismln,   I can't even begin to 
eiaraea whei yau assaa la ass. I know the 
hsSjnt holds much   more hepamsss 6 
sisakssii-LavS Ahaaya, LA' KsWy. 
To My Boys- 
You guys ars graM   Keep up the good 
work Mom S I sf love you Cad  
To ma 'AX FM 61 Pledgee Thanks for 
traykng my Vetanfjne ■ weekend even more 
SpSCM You re al greet gats a hoW a specwi 
peace   at my heart   AJfp Love 6 MM*. 
Sue 6churo Hepp, Birthday Is yeu. 
Happy Bkrthday ta yau, Happy Skthday 
•ffcsht rasasia'. Happy Blrthdey Is yeu! I 
hope your 21ml Is greetl Jantoe 
Apt aval Spr Oft only t F rmte 2 bM 
Iromcsmpus SlOOmo CaS 352-2707 
DESPERATE NEEO F   rmte   Spr   Qtr 
Sensed Sam Bt   Please CM 352 2229 
Dasparasy needed t F rmts for spr c* 
tvswtovaapt acots trom Otterhauer Rant 
negokabkf   CaS Chan after 4PM   362- 
7727  
f    tmta    needed   Spr    C*    S27i>ab 
$90/mth utss inokjd    pay onry elec   Cat 
362 0646 Vaf AAcia. Kan 
f. rmta. Need Bar. Qtr. M eher. i,,,,.. 
Vary   close   Is   campus.    Own    baVm 
UVm*. c— Debate, SSe-ISBS.  
M   -mta   nssdsd Spr   Ouarhtr   S96 mo 
ptuaasac CalKevsr. 3541664 
F rrnto needed now or for Spr Oft   Must 
be vegetarian 6 non smoker   Nice 2 bdhn 
apt  3bSa  from campus, orwy Si 18* alec 
CM 352 6960  
F ttudsnt needed to W house nsor cam- 
pus   Leeeee wd accept rsasonebM rant 
otter Ph 362 7365  
Matormte lor 2| needed Canhavaownrm 
■rnmed 8 Spr Oft 6 mm bom campus 
SiQO'mo SuM 353 9'21 attar 5pm       J 
Wanted l M U share apt spr Qtr 
SI OS'mo . oarage it 702 4th St Apt C 
CM Tan 364 1406  
2 F needed to share apt on Fourth St tor 
Spr qft CM Betsy or Eaton at 352 623b 
2 M   to there turn apsrftnsnt apr   oft tow 
raw and uM CsJ 362-2B46  
1 F rmta needed BRAND NEW APT. 
Erirsmsty tow rant 8 uM Very dose to 
campus Only 1 other rmte CMEkans352 
6637  
1 M rmte for Spmg Ousriar 
UfSTVERSfTY VILLAGE 
Ptsess phone 363 3065 
FOR SALE 
HBXP WANTED 
I Records Technetsrt 
CorwuRani needed M Bslhstds Care Can- 
tor Four to eegM hours par month Pteeae 
CM   or   wrBa   Larry Ounn    Adrntnesnatoi 
Bathasds Cant Career. 600 N   Brush Si. 
Fremont Qfo 43420 (419)334-9521 
Bwhetowarvktd 
Apply M MR BOJANGLES 
 693 S Man Street 
Hostess-Over 21. hra era rtoidbto Apply 
between 2-4. Mon -Fn M Sundance Res 
toureM   ttON. Mar St 
Ffl(   take H-tachi   AM FM   Mst 
racotdar   Brand new    6376   hrm   372- 
4626  
Uwvj room tumiturs-sical   cond   Sola. 2 
cheat uttwM etmps. sic Csl 362-3277 
Sublassa cottage turnmer qft   t bdrm turn 
■ trom campus 352 9361 after 4 30 
i bdrm   modem turn   apt   Spectoue 
rVdaeng 6 kitchen plus garage 
8 mo» or 8325' 12 mo t CM 364 
127B  
2 bdrm   Apt n Wayne Stove * retng turn 
uftMtos Included   362-6475 days or 268 
2424 a^rsrshgs  
2 boYst. fum apta 631 7th St Tenant pays 
onty, afcsclrvy,   g mo   toaaa. CsJ John 
Nswtoua RaSJ Estate 352 6663  
2 bdnh. fum. apt tor FM 1962 Oaf 352 
2663   TugBavanthBl  
1 bdrm apto kx 1962 63 school year Caf 
1 26T3341 
1 bdrm turn apta   1 bSt. from campus AS 
■M tocfrjoM Phone 362 7464 
